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ALBUQUERQUE,
off from the world, not only by wire
but by rail.
There Is an air of suppressed excite-
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TO UNSAVORY METHODS IN DESPERATE FIGHT
across the public domain In Arizona,
which had' been claimed by the Arizona & Eastern, a llarriman corporato
tion. The question was appealed
Washington from a decision ren lered
when the maps of the disputed ground
were filed by Santa Fe interests June
y
22.
is regarded as
The
very valuable.

Corrupt Lobby Fighting
Admission of Territories
Is a National Disgrace
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OF JOIIIT STATEHOOD RESORTING

ment throughout the city.

GOVERNMENT FEARS ARMED
UPRISING OF POLES
St Petersburg. Dec. 19. Despite
the statement that two army corps are
being sent to the Baltic provinces, it Is
learned that no such number of troops
Is available. The government has sent
two regiments from St. Petersburg In
reply to frantic appeals for reinforcements, but it is considered too dangerous to deplete the garrison of the capital any further during the present
crisis. The government
can only
await the arrival of Cossacks and
other troops which are being hurried
forwarded by General Llnevltch from
Manchuria. In the meantime the gov.
ernraent's fear Is that the rebellion,
which Is extending southward to the
Polish frontier, may arouse the Poles
to an armed uprising. Reliable tales
regarding the establishment of the
republic of Kharkoff have at
last arrived. The workmen's socialistic organization, Joined by three huntroops, took possession of th
dred1
city and1 with the id of the mill'.ia.
POWERLESS 10 STEM
established a government, or federated
council, ns the executive committee
was called. This council issued decrees which the authorities were perfectly powerless to resist. It declared
war on the thieves who prviously terrorized the city. When a robber was
was placed under a trip
Suffrage Is Almost caught, hewitih
hammer,
the threat that It would
be dropped unless he revealed
whereabouts of the booty. This was
Inevitable.
usually effective
and the recovered
plunder was returned to the owners.
Two notorious robbers were hanged in
the public square.
SHIPOFF. MAKES EARNEST
Three Hundred Insurgents Killed.
Mitau, Province of Courtland, By
O
TSARSKOE-SELAPPEAL AT
Mail to St. Petersburg, Dec. 19.
Frightful stories are pouring in from
the Interior, where desperate fighting
Count Witte Determined to Force has occurred between the troops and
insurgenjs. Revolting tales are told
fo barbarities practiced on German
Through Measure Which May
landlords, who are more detested by
'he Letts than the Russians.
In u
Yet Save the Day.
tight near Takum, fourteen dragoons
were killed and sixteen wounded. It
is estimated the insurgents lost 300
killed.
POIJTICAL STRIKE WILL
Soldiers 1'rlghtrully Mutilated.
BE ORDERED TOAIOHROW
Takum, Courtland, (Sunday), via St.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 19. A call
Wlttln. Prussia, Dec. 19. A special
for a general political strike
Htaft correspondent-othe Associated
throughout Russia, to beirlii at
Press who has just arrived here,
noon, was issued tonight.
learns that mobs of Litihunians and
The call
approved by the
Esthonlans yesterday attacked a hununion of unions, the union of
dred Cossacks and dragoons,, the only
peasants, the general railway
military force stationed in Takum.
union and the council of workThe mobs, after wild a fight killed the
men of St. Petersburg and Mos
soldiers to the last man, cut off their
cow.
arms and legs, and ripped open their
The leaders have declared their
bodies. The streets were strewn with
ability to stop every train In Rusthe bodies and dlsmemberd parts. SW
sia.
hundrd troops arrived this morning.
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CANNOT FIRE

THIRTY FEET

ISHIPIB

THE AIR
Passenger Trains Crash

to

on According

Opinion

oí

Fire on Blucku ell's Island.
Xew York, Dec. 19. Fire broke out
Elevated in Hew York.
Attorney General Tfloody.
In the women's wing of the city workhouse on Blackwell's Island, shortly
before 3 o'clock this morning. The
women were removed safely.
ONE MAN KILLED AND
HAS NO POWER TO DISMISS
Involved In Enterprise Crush.
FORTY SERIOUSLY INJURED
HAZERS.0F KIMBR0UGH
Pittsburg, Dec. 19. Joseph Hast
ings, for years associated In business
with the late Cashier Clnrk, of the defunct Enterprise bank, of Allegheny. Crowdsof Passengers Thrown Into If Secretary Cannot Suppress Evil
Pa., made an assignment yesterday,
which will possibly reach $500,000.
Panic by Extraordinary
Congress Will Take Vigorous
Counsel for Hastings Issued a state
Xew York, Dec. 19. A special to today accepted the report of the con- ment that his client was pulled down
Accident.
Measures at Once.
the Brooklyn Eagle from Washington ference committee on the Panama ca- through trying to take bills for Clark.
emergency
was
Hastings
president
oy
Ohio
appropriation
of
bill and
a nal
the
w8 declared looay
United States senator that the largest thus, so far as It Is concerned, finally Valley Water company and was conXew York, Dec. 19. In one of the
Washington,
19. Secretary
Dec.
and most corrupt lobby ever brought disposed of that mater. The accept- nected with many other large enterknown liona parte has found that he has no
to Washington to defeat any legisla- ance of the report was preceded by a prises, both In Pennsylvania and oth most extraordinary accidents
to American railroading, two heavily power to dismiss Midshipmen
Coffin
tion Is here working to kill the bill brief discussion of the restoration of er states.
crowded passenger trains came to- and Vandeever charged with hazing
providing for the admission of New the bond provision to the appropriagether on the elevated tracks of the and complicity In hazing Midshipman
Mexico and Arizona as a single state, tion bill and of the action of the house
was
Xew York Central and Hudson rail- Klmbrough.
This Information
along with Oklahoma and Indian Ter in resenting the senate action in sepa
rating those two questions. Speeches
road tonight near 110th street In Har- conveyed to him today by Attorney
ritory.
lem. One man, J. W, Knapp, of Xew General Moody. A few days ago SecSenator Beverldge, chairman of the were made by Messrs. Aldrlch, Spoon- to the
Roehelle, was killed and forty per- retary Bonaparte submitted
and Teller, all expressing the opin-llrt- g
committee on territories, who Is hand-k- r
sons were more or less seriously In- attorney general the abstract question
the statehood proposition in the 'Ion that the senate had not contra- jured.
as to whether a cadet must be tried by
senate, believes In the truth of these vened the constitutional provision re- Both of the colliding trains were court martial as a condition precedent
reports, and has Indulged in very Quiring mat an revenue legislation
eastbound and had
ft the Grand to his dismissal from the academy. He
plain talk In regard to the matter. Incalí originate In the house of reprc-fac- t.
street did not name the two midshipmen
The house message was
Central station at Forty-Secon- d
If all he has said on the subject sentutlves.
within a few minutes of each other. above referred to, but he did state
were to be made public It would give referred to the committee on finance
Instructions to report upon the
One was a Stamford local on the New that a case had recently arisen at the
rise to a national scandal of vast pro- senate prerogatives on the question
York, New Haven and Hartford rail- academy wherein two midshipmen
portions.
road, which company uses the Xew liad hazed another. Today the attor- It Is asserted by reputable senators Invn vpfl Spvprn mlnnr hilly unrA
Reading, Ivas., Dec. 19. One of the York Central
tracks. The other train 'ney general told the secretary that
that a lobby Is here representing passed during the day.
must disastrous wrecks that the Santa was the Poughkeepsle Express of the
'his conclusion was adverse to the as- $800,000.000 worth of mining Interests
DOLUVER
INTRODUCES
Fe has suffered recently, oeeurned Central.
Rushing along on parallel serted right of the secretary to disIn Arizona and Xew Mexico and railRAILROAD RATE MEASURE early this morning at Uadger creek tracks, the two trains suddenly came miss a midshipman and he promised
road Interests to the value of more
Washington, Dec. 19. Senator
bridge, about six and a half miles together. The local was switched to supply an opinion In full legal form
than $100.000,000 in the same territoday introduced a bill designed west of here, resulting in the com Ifrom the third track onto the fourth within a short time.
tories.
The object of the men who are op- to simplify the railroad rate regulat- plete derailment of the train and the 'and in an instant the engine of the
express had crashed into the day CONGRESS WILL SEE WHAT
posing the bill is to preserve the pres- ing the measure proposed by the
death of Engineer Harry Davis, and coach following the smoking car of
SECRETARY CAN ACCOMPLISn
terRystem
two
in
ent
of taxation
the
r-state
Washington.
Messenger
Dec. 19. Two resolu- Express
R.
E.
Derrick.
commerce
commission.
It
local.
the
ritories. With a change to statehood
calling
a congressional lnves- for
tlons
colliat
The
point
of
left
trucks
the
The
of
the
the
tracks
front
tender
to
fix a
there would be a revision of the tax authorizes the commission
or hazing have been intro-Th- is
laws, and properties that now escape maximum and reasonable rate, to go the track while the train was making slon are about thirty feet In the air. ligation
made the work of rescue difficult duced in the house. One of the resolu-an- d
with the lightest kind of taxes would Into effect thirty days after notice. forty miles an hour, which caused the
waH introduced by Representa-th- e
lent materially to the terror of tl
be heavily assessed. For Instance, It The court procedure i eliminated and baggage and express cars and the first
passengers, most of whom were tive Pearre, of Maryland, and the
Is asserted by a United States senator railroads are left free to follow their two
coaches of the train to go Into
by Representative Hefflln, of Ala-tlc- ut
of nearby points In Connec-,- that an Arizona mine ow ned by
'constitutional remedies In the courts. the ditch, i't forward one of the
Xew
state
who
and
York
hadjDana.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 19. The AssoCLEAN BREAST OF CRIME brother of a senator pays taxes on a The commission Is Increased to seven two express
cars turned over and
Until It has been seen what the sec- valuation of $1,000.000, whereas the members at a salary of 110, OuO each. caught fire, burning Messenger Der come to the city on holiday shopping retary
ciated Press learns authoritatively
or tne navy may accomputsn.
tours.
mul mine Is worth $150,000,000, and has
Thief
Murderer,
He
Is
Admits
rick to a crisp. He died almost Imthat the advocates of universal
the rules committee, which has been
more than $1,000,000 worth of mining QUARTER MILLION FIRE
Poisoner.
mediately. Engneer Davis succumbed MOUNTAIN CLIMBING Al'TO IS
considering tho question, seems dls- had the upper hand.
,
IX CHICAGO FACTORY some time after being taken from the
machinery on the round.
t all. tho resolution
H HIEI IN KNOW DRIIT
hang
Great Falls, Mont., Dec. 19. A soe-ciyesterday. When the meethas
The owner of this property
wreck.
Several passenger In the
is the Idea of Reprefire.
also
This
By
One
Fireman
a
Collapse
ing assembled the emperor, who preKIHed
of smoker
from Lewlston brings news of
boasted his Income from It Is well on
and chair car were badly Bnttcrcfl Reo Mountaineer flounder-lu- g sentative Fo.--s, chairman of the naval
Willi.
sided, expressed the wish that the final confession of James Sherman, the toward $1,000,000 a month.
hurt.
in Sun I ranclwo Mountains.
affairs committee.
The secretary of
representatives of the zemstvo conChicago, Dec. 19. One fireman was
boy accused of the murIt Is thought that train wTeckers
Flugstaff. X. M., Dec. 19 The "Reo the navy, as a result of the legislation
gress should first present their views.
ARE "f killed and several employes may have caused tho smashup, and a searching Mountaineer," the automobile
PLEASANT C1IARÍ
that re- enacted in 1903, has the authority to
der of Sam Studinskl, the Jewish
Thereupon DmltriHhlpoff
MADE ACJAIXST rilE "REIlEIiSj lost
In an extheir lives In a tire which destroy- Investigation is In progress. The track cently successfully crossed the Cali- put In force such regulations as he
pecial to the Morning Journal
ceedingly earnest speech pointed out pawnbroker, there on the night of A
had evidently been tampered with.
fornia desert on It
deems necessary for the suppression
Washington, Dec 19. Deli gate An ed the enamel sign factory of the
the terrible gravity of the political sit- gust 23, the young man stating Uta
trip, driven by Percy F. Megaree, ol of hazing.
M.
7
company,
Charles
Schouk
to
15
uation. He urged not only the theor- the murder was committed by himself drews was today Informed by Chair
All Quiet In Chicago.
Xew York, and David Fussett, of IoniIt Is a noteworthy fact that while
etical advantage of granting a system alone, and that the dozen or more man Hamilton ofthe house commit- Park street tonight. Until the ruins
Chicago, Dec. 19. Practically nor- - sing, Michigan, Is lost somewhere in
war
in Lewuton tee on terrltorle
of universal suffruge, but also Its ab- mysterious burglaries
that the Hamilton of the building have been searched It111"1 conditions were restored In local the deep snow west of here and a re- under this law the secretary of regordered for the military academy
was
Bill will be reported will not positively bo
banking
today
solute necessity from a tactical stand- during fhe past year as well, also the
there
circles
and
lief expedition with food and blank- ulations making premeditated fighting
known whether
point, as the only common ground attempted poisoning of the couniy at- and passed by lie house Immediately
not the slightest ripple on the surface ets has been
sent to dig the daring punishable by dismissal for prlnclpuls,
upon which It would be possible for torney and his family December 1. So after the holldys. In the meanwhile, any of the employes were killed either to indicate that trouble was caused chauffeurs
out. The men left Williams seconds, referees, attendants and othIn
explosion
the
which
started
fire
the
Sherman
sure are the authorities that
the country to unite.
however, Speaker Cannon Is having
yesterday by the suspension of the for Flagstaff last Friday and have not
ers participating, no such regulations
On the conclusion of the speech the is telling a true story and such cor- an interestingtime and things are not or by the falling of the walls and Walsh banks.
Runs continue on the
g
floors
which
followed soon after. Chicago .National and Home Savings been heard of since. It bus been snow-lu- were drawn to prevent fighting at the
emperor
asked M, Shlpoff
bluntly roboration has been secured, that at all brightas far as the republican
heavily here and
drifts In the naval academy. Had the sumo reguwhether he regarded universal suf- Russell Ilartop, Dave Atkins and Wal- outlook In he house Is concerned. While the fire was at Its height one bank, but there Is no excitement. mountains are six and the
ten feet deep.
lations prevailed at both West Point
frage as necessary for the best inter- ter Ooach have been released from Behind thiscene3 one band of "Reb of the walls suddenly collapsed and a United States District Attorney Morand Annapolis all persons concerned
of firemen were precipitated rison and State's Attorney llealy both
est of the country and th" people, to custody, while Dr. E. A. Long is ex- els" is hot against the project to
Jumes 11. Hodges Dead.
fight
which M. ShipofT replied emphatically pected to be released soon.
slated this morniin; that nothlnic In
mit Arizona and Xew Mexico Into the In the debris.
Denver, Dec. 19. James If. Hodges, in the fatal
The loss on tho building, which was connection with the operation of the for many years a prominent politician would have been dismissed.
The four men were implicated In union as one state, and of this band
that he did.
There Is a general feeling In conTawney, the new destroyed, and the contents Is estimat bank had been called to their atten- In Colorado, died this morning from
Paron Korff announced his conver- 'he murder 'by young Sherman in the Representative
gress that If Secretary Bonaparte does
sion to the granting of universal suf- first story following his arrest.
tion.
chairman of the committee on appro- ed at $250,000
paralysis. He was 72 years old.
not do so congress should take steps
frage, saying that he had opposed it
priations is hailed as leader.
to ascertain whether the law has been
In the past, but he was now convinced
which
stands
is
that
Another hand
laxly enforced in regard to hazing.
very strongly against tho pet project
that circumstances rendered It inevitRepresentativo Pearre's resolution
of some republicans to admit Philipable.
gives this paragraph as a reason for
pine sugar and tobacco Into this counThe greatest surprise, however, was
the Investigation:
try free of duty. There are about
the speech of Count Ilobrlnsky, mas"It appeured to be fairly well ascer
sixty-fiv- e
ter of court, who heretofore has been
under the banner of the
tained from tho testimony before the
an Implacable opponent of unrestrict"rebels" and about twenty-fMeriwether court martial that the
ive
ed suffrage. The Count began by conunder the standard of the supractice of fagging, hazing and fightfessing that two weeks ago he believgar and tobacco Insurgents. If these
ing was common at the Institution,
ed such a suffrage should never be
two companies should Join forces and
and that the same was connived at b
get busy In opposition to the party
conceded. Now, however, while he
the officers of the Institution, whoso
whip, serious Inconvenience would be
still regarded suffrage restricted
to
duty
It Is to maintain discipline among
Consequently
the
enlightened
the
caused the leaders.
classes us the safest
the midshipmen attending there and
speaker and his "trusties" are busy
for Russia, he was convinced that all
lo train and perfect them for service
IMB0DEN AND LEONARD
SUPPOSED TO BE DEED
considerations must give way to a PHILADELPHIANS MURDERED
these last days before tho holiday re- - SENATE APPROVES NOMINATION
'us officers in the navy, and to protect
. t t li itV
....
Un 'li.un.i.nntii"
Blnglo Interest, the salvation of the
v....,
lll.ul
Brillo
IllOOUIIUIiril
"'""
nl
OF NEW MEXICO OFFICIALS
DT lirUIllll
FOUND GUILTY ON ALL COUNTS
OF STRIKING IRONWORKERS "lld
ftUAILAN nlUnWUIYICN ought to get back Into the fold. It is
fatherland.
urinVufclr "VT1;
n nee
clearly realized that the rebels by
Universal suffrage, he said, had bethe fault In these cuses and the failure
come the watchword of the people,
could
Joining with the democrats
h discipline as would
Washington, Dec. 19. The senate lu
Two men hamper the smooth performance
of
Kl Paso, Texas, Dec. 19.
and In such a crisis the government
Denver, Col., Dec. 19. James A.
New York, Dec. 19.--- A
bomb was!1"
must selie the psychological moment. named Robert W. Rutherford, Jr., and, the legislative program In marked
executive session today confirmed the Hill, president of the Denver Savings hurled tonight through one of the mldcr u' h occurrence Inposslble ay
at lnfu
o' said Insll utlon
'both froim Philadelphia, gree,
The speech made a great Impression.
following nominations:
bink. which went Into the hands of front windows of 7the Allied Iron
thu" UK" ,the "houldem of midship-slree- t.
During the dinner which followed, were killed lust night by 'highwaymen
Unpleasant charges have also been
Xo.
at
East
sodatlon
Fourteenth
Crelghton M. Foraker, marshal of a receiver two months ago, and
ndliig there."
with Count Wltte at the head of the on a ranch at Diaz, a small settle-ma(j- e
aga'nst the sixty-fiv- e
It landed In a room used for!,m;"
the Territory of Xew Mexico.
Imbodcn, who owrn-- a ma- telei'hoiie purposes and. exploding,
air.
Leonard
resolution calls ror a
A man statehood "rebels."
In Chihuahua, Mexico.
table, even the most reactionary of
A report that Is
Surveyors general: Morgan O. Llejority of the stock of tho bank, were wrecked the place. Several employes committee of five members.
those present hinted that It might be naiped Flnstead of Los Angeles, auj makng tne rouds of the capítol city wellyn, for Xew Mexico.
necessary after all to grant universal another known as "Shorty," were.jg tnat Bn
of Arizona
Receivers of lands offices. George found guilty tonlgiht of conspiracy to were stunned by the explosion.
Armenians Kill Miisxulinen.
The robbers escaped. Nregentlng great corporate Interests has W. Delamoore, at Clayton, X. M.; Fen wreck the institution. The men were
The Allied Iron association was
Bunrage. it Is now understood that
Constantinople, Dec. 19 A dispatch
formed recently when the structural received from Tlfils, Caucasia, today,
Count Witte, at the discussion which details of the fighting have been
bear 8. Hlldreth, of Phoenix, Ariz.; Freder. found guilty on four counts.
undue influence to
Iron workers declared a strike against1
'against the admission of Arizona and Ick Mueller, at Santa Fe, X. M.; Henwill be resumed tomorrow. Is deter- i'e'ved- Leonard Iniboden, who Is well the contracting firm of Post & Mn-- 1 says 800 houses of Mussulmans were
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 19. Robert Xew Mexco ,nto tn UIllon. while ry E. Bowman, at Las Cruces. X. M.
mined to force through a universal
set atlre by armed Armenians, who
known,
in Missouri, Oklahoma, and Cord. Its office has n
W. Rutherford, Jr.. who, along v.ith;no ipecnc cnarges
used as a bu- - prevented
suffrage scheme.
are made, the
Registers of land offices: Milton R.
the Inmates from leaving
n
waa
promoter,
Iiullun
a man named 'Murray, was killed yiwnole tnlng ls motlt unsavory,
us
territory
employment
a
reau for the
of
Moure, at Ihoenix, Ariz.; Manuel R.
and
on
fired
the firemen who attemptMex-j
Diaz,
at
on
ranch
a
hlgwaymeu
TODAY MAY SEE RUSSIA
Otero, at Santa Fe, X. 'M.: Edward W. accused by the prosecution of being men to take the places of the strikers.: ed to extinguish the flames. The HPost & McCord are Hie contrators ita I
wellwAKM j(;nT
HOI SE OVKH
CTT OI F I ROM Till; WOULD lco, last night was a sonwasof27a years
the chief conspirator In the alleged
Fox. at Clayton, X. M.; Howard
number of Mussulmans killed Is
to do Philadelphia!!. He
for the Altman building at Thirty-fourt- h
TJJE MINORITY'S JASITOH
at Roswell, X. M.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 19. Russia aplooting of tho Denver bunk.
unknown, but it Is known 57 perished.
avenue,
old and had been on the ranch, which
street
where
and
Fifth
Dec. 19. The house
Washington,
supreme
Xew
court of
Justices of
parently
on he eve of a great If not he owned, for more man a year.
Imlioilen was at one time In the
Jtoduv continued debating under the Mexico:
W. Parker and John banking business in Kansas City, Mo. a premature explosion of dynamite GARRETT FIiLslfuD OVER
a flnal struggle for mastery between
child and guise of referring the message of the R. McFle. Frank
early today killed three men, and InHis wife, his
PRESIDENTIAL TIRX-DOWHe served a term In the Texas peniten- jured a number of others.
the government and the proletariat. his sister, Anna M. Rutherford, were
Into
committees,
topics
of
president
Irreghaving
tiary,
Both sid
huve lined up for battle. with 'him on the ranch.
been
convicted
of
Crawford Found Guilty.
terest, local and national. The subShnrpe'
Appointment to Renro the
Ijin Vegas Posloffltr t'am Appoalrd.
Late tfhls afternoon all the indicaRutherford's parents live In West ject of the federal control of insur
Washington, Dec, 19. The Jury In ular methods In banking there.
Texns Gamblers.
A.
was
the
Hill
tions pointed to a declaration of war Philadelphia.
considered
James
exceedingly
Special
to
They are
the Morning Journal.
case of William G. Crawford, formany
persons
by the proletariat In the form of a anxious as to the welfare of other! ance was the main feature, and nearly the
closest
associate
the
of
Washington, Dec. 19 The postmasWashington. Dec, 19. It Is regarded
all the speakers began their remarks mer deputy auditor of the postoftue connected with Iniboden. He camo to
summons for a complete general stiik.? members of the family. .
ter general has appealed the Las Ve- as practically settled lhat "Pat" Garwith reference to It. The managers department, who was indicted on u Denver from Enid, oírla., to assume gas
tomorrow which will tie up the railpostofflee case to the supreme rett, the exterminator of bad men lu
W.
of the big Insurance companies came charge of conspiracy with Augu.U dethe presidency of the Denver bank, court. Pending the decision
roads, the telegraphs and every Indusdoners' Report.
George E. Lorens, to
and
Machen
there the southwest, will not succeed himgovernment
was
In
criticism,
the
for
IniXa
try and business In the empire.
Dallas Texas Dec. 19. The
All
will be no change, the postofflee ser- self as collector of customs at El Paso,
4n collection and was Indicted Jointly with
States
the
United
fraud
In
ItB
of
lack
control
for
Criticised
rpnnrt
com-was not
!
the proletariat group huve d' elded tlnnnl irlllner'
vice in Las Vegas remaining
with a contract for supplying the post, boden for conspiracy.
In statu find that his successor will be Alfred
In favor of a general strike and ihws pleted at noon todav, but F resident J.! matters where It has Jurisdiction and
quo.
I Sharpe of El Paso, at present tho
letter
farriers'
department
with
office
New
reprimanded
Mexico Nominations Confirmed.
for lax
has been received that the worknie.i'e A. Taylor authorized
the statementjthe states were
only republican member f the Texas
satchels and straps, tonight returned Special to the Morning Journal.
council and the alHed bodies at Mos- that 489,520 bales of cotton had been methods of control,
Conference on German Question.
legislature.
Oarrrtt and Sharpe are
Washington, Dec. 19. The senate
The day was passed without legisla-- a a verdict of guilty.
cow have also pronounced In favcr of ginned since the last Teport, making
Washington.
Dec.
19. Secretary the only applicants for the place, and
detoday
following
New
amusing
an
confirmed
the
with
ended
tion
and
to
ginned
It. The decision of the central combales
of
8.975.520
total
SANTA ITJ WIN'S RAILROAD
Root is In conference with 8ecretaary everything seems to point to the down,
Chief Justice Shaw and somo customs
mittee of the railroad union sitting at December 13. President Taylor sayi.bate on the question of employing
FIGHT IN ARIZONA Mexico nominations:
officers of fall of the slayer of "BlUy the Kll."
Mills;
recep
William
In
J.
I
100
Associate
month
the
a
per
Justice the treasury department, endeavoring
Janitor at
94
cent ginned.
Moscow, without' tthe support of which that the crop
worst man who ever trod the tnil
W.
on
Frank
minority
Parker; Associate Justice to ascertain how far he can go to- the
side of the Defeats Arizona & Eastern In Struggle,
the
tion room
the other organlzitions probably will
himself the
of
Keslgnatlon.
I.aFollette Submits
John R. McFle; Surveyor General wards proposing a feasible modus V- slayerNew Mexico, and
The minority refused the
chamber.
not risk a battle, has not yet been refor Right-of-waof more than thirty men.
Madison, Wis., Dec. 19. Governor offer of the majority In this matter,
ceived, but it Is known that the deleLos Angeles, Cal., Dec. 19. Santa Morgan O. Llewellyn; registers land ivendi to the German government.
At
Garrett h is been dejected ever since
gates on the committee from St. Pet- LaFollette today sent his resignation and with their aid the Janitor was re- Fe officials in this city were Informed offices, Manuel R. Otero, Santa Fe; the expiration of seventy-on- e
days the ha had a talk with the president a few
IceinW.
Fox,
Clayton;
Edward
provinces are as governor to the legislature to take jected.
ersburg mnd the
Secretary
Howard
Hitchcock,
of
the
that
prosent trading relations with Ger- days ngn, and rea id that his chants
In favor of the movement, and' the effect on the first Monday In January.
terior department, has confirmed the land, Roswell; receivers, Frederick many will terminate, according to the of Mueren were small.
DISPOSES
FINALLY
Washington
SENATE
to
to
proceed
He
Muller,
will
A.
Fe;
W.
Dettamore, terms of denunciation already given
Santa
title of the Santa Fe, Prescott & Eastleaders here are confident that lito
president Is said to believe that
OF CAN AXi APPROPRIATION ern railway, a Santa Fe corporation, Clayton, and Henry D. Bowman, Las unless a new treaty can hs arranged fheThAppointment
take his seat as United States sena- rndleals will carry the day.
of Sharpe will do
19.
Dec.
Washington,
y
The senate to eighteen miles of
Cruces,
Tomorrow Russia may again be ruMor.
or a modus Vivendi provided.
much to raise the reputation of the
d
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.republican party In Texan. He Is sail
man of the highest grade, an l
to b
to hare the friendship and support of
many leading democrat. He secured
the passage through the Texas Iegl- lftture of a bill that has done much t
break up gambling In that state. Its
provisión enable citlxena to break u,'
these den when, through confedera-- i
tlon or otherwise, the officers do not'
i

Literary-Outloo-

k

fl

SI

to have done!
mor to eradicate gambling than anyj
ever put on the statute books of,
Texas.
Garrett's official record Is good, bul!
he ia said to have some friends among
the gambling and saloon element, who
have not been of especial benefit t
do so.

The law

In Raid

him.

l'.

Sealskins (olng
Victoria. B. C. Dee. 19. Sealskin
eaeijues will cost 40 per tent more
than laht year, that being the ad-- i
vanee in prices realized at the annual
sale of MMlfklns In London todi.i
ere obtained.:
when record price
The Bering Sea. Chopper Inland nl
catches of;
British Columbia
Victoria sealers amounted to 13.200!
skins and w ere sold for from $23 to
2J. some lots going as high as $.'.,
The averige price last year was lvj
The catines of the Cape Horn schooners were sold for $6 a "kin. Many "'
the average pelii
lhee were shaggy,
not being as good as the North fa- Iflc skins. The high prices reallzfi
were due to the Increasing Kcarcit.v
of sealskin anJ tne greatly liureMsedj
demand. The prices brought in Ijoii-djtod iy a'e the highest on record.
Indian I'aint KIIU (.III.
Seattle. Wash.. 10. 1. A special
from Vanto the
couver. I!. ".. says:
i. tragedy of thP woods ended today
In the death of a pre.ty little girl I!
years old. For more than a year she
had been living with the half civilized
Indians that Inhahit the almost Impenetrable forests of northern Cunada.
From village to village the police
hunted and trailed her. With the
born of the forest the Indians
passed from village to village nnd at
lat, as a moro effectual method f
disguising her. painted her Hule bonyj
with n concoction of roots and herns
which stained her skin to the clunky
brown of the natives. She was at la t
located by the police and taken to tliei
home of the Children's Aid soclt ty In!
Vancouver. Bui the concoction with
which she hud been painted lia.il poisoned her. Doctors worked on her In- effectually and she died last night.

;(

p

"

v"

Vi

'

8

element of permanency possessed by
'The Scarlet Letter' or 'Vanity Fair.'
"Is there u work of American fiction
recently Issued that will be read five
years henee?"
"If any one refuses or neglects to
read Mrs. Wharton's 'The House of
Mirth' or Ir. Mitchell's 'Constance
'Present' during five years lie or she
will have to read It 'five years hence.' "
"Are there too many books pub-- j
llshed?"
"If you go into the New York bonk
stores nnd try to find any particular
bonk with your own eyes you will
agree w ith the booksellers that there
'are entirely 'too many books pub-

I

i

j

lished.

cusses American

Books.

SEES IMPROVEMENT IN
LITERARY TASTE OF MASSES
New York. I i i in.
alctl at his
disk ia hi ofllce. in I
lll(ll'C,
Richard Watson llllil";- is a piclm-esii- ic
I

-

His liin. liroopinK
has now become iron gray,
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VILLAGE
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from Los Angeles, says:
For the establishment of a modem of
Indian village representing all the
existing triben of North Anurba Antonio Apache, grjdulle of Carlisle and
Harvard an i himself a
Indian, is attempting to enlist the cooperation of well known Qualifiers of
thi cltv.
A notable exi eptlon to the run of
til countrymen l.i Apac he In that l.e
has Improved the opportunities for an
education and is making the mot ol
He has vlucd
hi natural talents.
with sorrow the Inevitable extinction
of hi people.
It Is a much for the historical value a any other consideration that he
I
pushing the project of an Indian
village to be established on the Huntington company's land between Lis
Angele and Pasadena.
Into this village it Is his intention to
gather representatives of all the triia-- i
f North America, earn tribe to limo
a section allotted to it. There, in
dwellngs which have been their abodi
for yean, the Indians will live und
ply their trade and vocations. There
will be basket makers, blanket wciv- r and the running adept In the art
of building bark canoes all kept buy
at the things which their hands know
best how to fathom.
Year ago, while Antonio Api he
waa a boy, with only a rudlmontiry
knowledge of English, Professor Put-- i
nam, of Harvard, gave a lecture on In.
dian training school. Professor Putnam was not In favor of these
arguing that the surest and
Quickest promotion In civilisation for
the red man was to put him among
hi white brother, where good exam-ple- a
In life would always before his
eye. He expressed a desire for Oil
personal rtiarge and training of some
Indian boy. Thi Idea was carried
out, and the professor' personal interest felt to the lot of Antonio
Apache, who wa In time graduated
with honor from Harvard. After
leaving college he went to New York
and took up the profession of civil

III
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First National Bank
Albuquerque. New Mexico
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

Cuptlal und Profits
Circulation
Deposits

$ 1,350,056.00
Loans nnd Discounts
62,322.00
Stocks,
Real
Bonds,
Estate
38,500.00
and
lianking House
Furniture
Vnltr-309,000.00
States nnnd....$
Cash nnd Exchange ... 1.370,300.21 1. 0:0,300.21

TOTAL

9, 1905

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

DEPOSITORY OF THE A,, T.

298,195.58

$

200,000.00
2,032,589.23

TOTAL

.$3,130,781.81

$3,130,781.81

& S. F. RAILWAY

SYSTEM

jr3

YOU CAN FIND

4.

J

J.

O. N. Marrón, President

All Kinds of

B.

Herndon, Cashier

BanK
State
Rational
Albuquerque,
to Mejvtco

Jewelry, Clucks, Silverware,
and Toilet Articles
Suitable for Christmas
Presents at our Store.
New Goods and Low Prices.

We

Capital Stock

Thornton, the Expert
IS NOT
DEAD

TKY HIM OX STEAM CAP.PET
CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
SHIPPING AND GENERAL IIOCSE
CLEANING. STOVE KEPAI Itl.NG.
Call op either 'phone.

TroftU

JVet

S. VANN&S0N

Alfonso Sfmglit Authority.
hurried stale telegram, marker
"l.i KcntlsMinio,' and addressed to the
Pope, awoke the Vatican officials the
otlu-night Just at the time when his
holiness was going to bed. 'Hie telegram was most reluctantly opeiul by
Ihe chamberlain in the Popes pres-- !
If i rini
from the King of
om"
Sjiiin. who solicited the necessary au- thontv to have m ts celebrated be-- Ífore midnight, at which hour his niaJesty had lo leave 'for France.

"."

OF THE- v

3,

.V

.

S100.000.00
12,000.00

HIS Bank opened for business April I&h, 1904. 4
We invite your attention to the following: statement.
showing the business growth of this Bank since its
organization:
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

at the end of first day
at the cud of first week
at the end of first month
at the end qf first six months
at the end of first year
May 29th, 1905
August 25th, 1905

$ 10,466.92
19,173.00

31,821.82
writers
w
abK.irl.inif public attention. Tiur
. .
92,750.13
w :s
verv natural, beeaus" the effei !
v;w to annex tin- soulti-ii- i
169,061.80
'if thetit w s iri:i tell,
et u; My to the rest of
212,856.57
th-'
X 'w tinnew u filers
ni.
c
un from Maine to California and
254,158.81
t
fine.,
to the Cull' of Ml'XIl I.
I"
Is Ihe time to buy a piano. See
This
November
9th,
314,016.24
w liters or the old
".Vr-1905
Hie
u'
& I.indemanii today.
tf
Learn.
Boarding Horses a Specialty
in Mi"
Saddle Horses
Then, haa been
ruiontion
We respectfully solicit correspondence or a personal interf ,.
mt.rt n carpenter telephone
it v ta the
writers, like Henry iiei-l.li.i- i
W. Sliver Avenue. ..Albuquerque
IH
,1a ire
view with those contemplating making changes or open- a
and .Mark Twain, and Howellsi
v
i ritlc and
as mi
novelist m- -i
a
ing new accounts.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
s a large place
in
the public
cl
r. M
mil d.
well over seven- AND LXSUIt PASSED FACILITIES
ty. is oillg seme ,,f hit best W i II ','
and Ih public ;;p rei lales It, but lilis
Colorado Telephone, No. US
inAutomatic Telephone, No. S16.
p. 'hile . perfectly wiliing to;
l ook
I .1,1
by a w riter that it has
o
young lady
i' l or"
ALBUQUERQUE, 11 M.
BANK OF COMMERCE
I. ai: ville a lilile while ago camei
li'-1
unfa-111.
lie!. wMi
entirely
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVEKY PKOPEll ACCOMMODATION
bought books
millar .me, ;rnd
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
v
ten, and th-- y v. ere worth buy-- ,
''.o.
"
h ii non-oiiwriters growing
CAPITAL, $150,000.00.
s' a rcc or pleiit ul
in
"I lliiiik they are Increasing
Of (leers nnd Directora:
in
and md
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
ilily."
in
"I-W. 3. JOHNSON,
here a sun essor to Mark Tw ain V. S. STKICKLEIt,
"
in
Assistant Caslilr
and Cashier.
"I limiicd at I'ololiel Hurvey's ill
GEORGE
ARNOT.
WILLIAM
McINTOSH.
r the oilier night, that there was a
Alhnqn-rqn- a.
A. M. BI.ACRYVELL.
O. E. CUOMWELL, Commercial Club BnlldhiK.
New Meilco.
J. O. BALDHIDGE.
it

i

i

Mi--

Jf. E. BELL,

Livery, Feed and Sale
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CITY UNDERTAKER.
Black or White Hearse $5.00
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Vice-Preside-
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h

full-blood-
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Studied for Ills ,lol.
Governor Joseph K. Toole of Montana, his appointed S. J. H.
of Helena, as state coal mine
inspector for term of four years. This
is regarded as one of the best positions at tho disposition of the governor, paying a salary of $2,0r0 a year
and $1.500 fur expenses.
For four
years McDermolt has been an assistEvery
ant Janitor at the capital.
spare moment was devoted to a course
of study and la this way
qualified for the position.

I

I

FOUND

there against
"What protect ion
the
made Hood of novels, and
what encouiiiRenienl for the real hand
made n rt lele '."'
"Any reader can protect himself
a i nsl the machine
made flood of
it
by Imnroviug his taste find uo-iiriinf a distaste for the 'machine
It is an encouraging
made' novel.
f ii I that sonic of the 'best sellers' arc
a iv nut the best books, a n.i tills
Is a decided encnnniKcmcut for the
writers i.f what you call the 'real,
han, mad'-- ' article."
"Are there many young writers
cn.-- lug- into prominence?"
'Decidedly.
And very few people,
even liter incan keep
In touch with tile entire field, so pro- li!le is :t."
"What part of the eouatrv Is most
i i

I

ME

"

iv.-I-

mustache
while his hair Mill retains the dead
blackness nf his youth. His face is
His cyi a
liiuv ii and thought lined.
Saved Sidewalk Willi Sliutgiui.
bin. brown and i'.lnm:-- t mournful. His
19.
a
Dec.
Omaha,
Armed with
desk, by the way. Is not a desk fit a I!
to
shotgun,
as lliil work is coiniucrcla My considLouis A. GoldKtnit'i
i it niahiiirany taIt Isa
drove off a gang of Union i'ai llh- i.ii'-- j ered.
hooks, manu-seriii- s
ble u which are pi
i
road laborer who were beginning
Muí nihil- a pinirteiiauces of a
dig
liter;-V man's
uj
i!u
remove a sidewalk and
business life.
street, preparatory to laying a spii-- of "Ij the literary outlook In the country encinii .ikIiisí or ot
asko
track up Capitol, avenue, by Uol
urn
home, "if you stick a i j t k Hie
Into whom?"
replied.
In that sidewalk of mine I'll blow vour "Perhaps (liscouraKlng
to those who
heads off." said OobUmlth. and
may lio.c to break Into tinbook
marched. (Soldsmith main- stun s with something in tin- nature
tain that the city council had no a
seller.' as I am told then- is
right to grant permission to l.i; l
somewhat of a lull in this part of the

MHO

'

Is

Richard Watson Gilder Dis

bltrated."

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

j

6,

MEXICO

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

but a steady Increase year after year;
beginning with 423. 1)02 in 1S94 audi
closing (for this computation) with
710,332 in 1903 an average increase
of 534.000 for each of the ten years.
In 1903 population of Japan proper, namely. 46,732,841, consisted of
23,605.57.1
males and 23,131 270 female. This equality of the sexes is
noticeable, especially as it has continued through each of the ten years.
of Taiwan (ForThe population
mosa), 3,000.111, has grown at the
rate of from 68.000 to 84.000 a year
since 1898.
In 1902 It consisted of
2.953.084 natives and 47.077 Japanese.
In 1898 the Japanese In the Island
numbered 2."i.58a.
The number of deaths in Japan
proper was 937.644 in 1893 and 952,-- 1
252 In 1903, the figures for each of
ihe ten years being nearly the same.
In
1893 and,
They were 1,178,428
steadily increased each year, reaching
1,493,590 in 1903. Here we see the;
necessity for Japan's expansion in to
Coren. Japan's extent Is limited, nnd
only 12 per cent of it is arable land:
consequently providing for 534,00 increase in population each year was!
a most serious question. That point)
is settled now and the Japanese are
flocking into Korea.
Jn the ten years the average marriages per 100 of the population has;
been 8.71. Divorces average 9,400 a
year, or 2.13 per 1,000 marriages.
This is crtalnly a low divorce rate
for an Oriental country.
In 1903 the ratio of urban popula- fl
tion was 20 per cent, on increase of
7.5 per cent since 1896, and of suburban 80 per cent, a decrease of 7.3
I er cent.
In the seventeen years,
population Increased by
the urban
4,448-65and the suburban by a.aiu,-49Thus Japan has the American
crowding of people into the cities.
Walter J. Hallan! in National Geographic Magazine.
1886-190-

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

BO.000,000.
Except in the acquirement of Formosa in 1893, there has not been any
suddpn increase in Japan's population1

s
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Disarmament Impractical.
19.
Washington, Dec.
Prf nidi i t
f
RoHCVelt
today told a delegation
Shakers who called upon him that he
of n did not believe disarmament
Hons was practical at this time, in
that he believed war was the proj i r
recourse In case of great unprnvokid;
wrongs done by one nation to anotli- vr. At the same time he did hel!c"!
of arbitration if
In an enlargement
the causes of wars und felt satisfli d
that by degrees arbitration would se- tie nearly every difficulty arising In tween one country and another.
"I Intend to soon appoint the deb gates to the second Hague confei-- '
ence," he told his cullers, "and thi y
will be Instructed to strive for an intension and enlargement of ihe eacsi
of war that may be, and should be, a' -

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

The Population of Japan.
According to the last official Japanese census the population of Japan
had grown from 41,388,313 in 18S3 to
46.732,84 1 in 1903,
an increase or
5,344.528 In ten years.
This is exclusive of Taiwan (Formosa), which
In 1902 had a population of 3,000,111.,
In round figures the population of
the empire of Japan may be stated!

i

Wednesday, December 20, 1905.

0 R N I N, G JOURNAL.

sucocearor ta Mirk Twin standing
plainly 'in s'ght of his distinguished
master. And I noticed that his diswas immensely
tinguished master
amused by the art of his successor."
"It seems to me that essay writing
Is reviving In the genius
of Mr.
Crothers. of Cambridge: that America
is turning out some of the most Important biographers of rr.odern times
"
"ich works as those by Andrew V.
White and well equipped literary
biography is increasing. America is
beginning to compare favorably with
Kngland in this respect. See, lor
Mr. Creenslet's recent life of
Lowell, and similar
James llussell
works."

Picturesque Writer Who Is "Optimistic
Over

M

(o) )Pi)

Uhe Ftiiure

Pailroad

Located on the Helen

Cu1-o-- J-

j JE

Center

of The Atchison

qf

TopeKa

C3L

JSfebv
Santa

pf3 "1

Mexico

Fe 'Raitbuay

The new City of Bden is 3 1 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system leading east and west
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

The Belen Uobvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, 1UCHT In the 'business
UK THE OWNERS OK TIIK HELEN TOWNSITB. Constating of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (size 25x112 feet) fronting upon 80 and
is
company
grading
now
its
Railway
depot
grounds and yard limits 800 feet wide and
Depot
extensive
Atchison,
Railway
Topeka
Fe
Santa
and
Grounds.
The
upon
Fe
the Siintu
center of tho NEW CITV mid directly
a mllo long, (cupuclty of wv.mty miles of sido trck) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coul Chutes, Wuter Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
70-fo- ot

A

-z--

CITy OF HELEJf2

THE

Has a population of HD0. und sevenil large Mereantllo Houses, The Helen Tutent Roller Mills, capacity 150 barrels dally; winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, htiy and fruit
In New Mxlen.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk Une, leading North, South, East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth al a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Helen haa a $16,000 public school house'
express and freight trains will pass through Relen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
mull,
limited,
All fast
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARK
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at eight per cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deed!
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchase money cash;
and prices of lots call In person or write to
particulars
LOTS.
SECURE
THE
CHOICE
TO
further
For
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Towi and Improvement Company
JOHJV HECKEn.

Trcjidcnt

WM. M. 'BE'RGE'R,

Secretary

if

ii
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BIG VRECKS

nomically, may be applied to the locomotive. .
d
On steamships a
medium
pressure, cruising turbine is Inserted in
d
front of the main
turbine.
For a heavy load corresponding to the
starting of a train by a, locomotive,
both turbines are supplied with
steam. It is quite probable,
therefore, that the turbine locomotive
will employ the compound principle
and include a number of turbines so as
to secure a superior economy under
variable conditions of speed and load.
What a happy man the future motive power superintendent will be,
when it Is only necessary to turn steam
on the buzz wheel and the train starts
oft There will then be no pounding
of driving boxes nor of rods, no guides
to be lubricated and kept In adjustment, no slide valves, with their wear
and cutting and imperfect performance. Should the turbine requiro repairs the drop table will remove driving wheels, engine and all, and a new
set will replace them within the same
hour. A successful turbine locomotive
will make the competition of the electric locomotive still more difficult, and
it is possible that In this new form
the steam locomotive will continue in
use for many years to come.
slow-spee-

CHRISTMAS

high-spee-

fti HEW MEXIGO TIE
UP

high-pressu-

SOUTiESIERl

Freight Engines Demolished
in

GOLDEN

Head-O- n

Collision.

STATE LIMITED

PLUNGES DOWN EMBANKMENT
The El Paso arid Southwestern railway in New Mexlcojcame to the front
during the past week with two flrst-clawrecks. Two heavy freight
coltrains met In a frightful head-o- n
lision seven miles north of El Paso
early Sunday morning, and less than
two hours afterward the crack Golden
State Limited train of the Rock Island
went Into the ditch near Conant, N.
M., a few miles south of Tucumcari.
The two wrecks tied up traffic entirely for twelve hours.
The freight smashup occurred on a
tangent, and the headlights of the approaching trains were clearly visible
for miles. A material yard sidetrack
is one mile south of the point where
the accident occurred, and the engineer of the southbound train is believed to have thought the northbound train was on the siding.
When the engines collided, the
northbound train, the engineer says,
was at a standstill, while the southbound train, running down grade, was
howling along nt a merry clip.
The northbound engine No. 151, was
battered out of all semblance to a
modern locomotive, while the southbound No. 169, escaped with slight injury, only Us pilot being demolished.
The.carsall suffered seriously.
The injured persons all escaped
with slight bruises and sprains. They
were:
J. t). McConaughey, engineer of the
southbound train, wrist and ankle
sprained, generally shaken up.
Terridad Flores and Kvarlsto Lcnos,
Mexicans, who were stealing a ride,
burled under six feet of coke but un
injured except for external bruises
and cuts.
There was an exciting time when
the men were dug out.
In the wreck of the Limited every
car except the observation car left
the track, the composite, tourist sleeper and diner going down the embankment. One woman, an Iowan, was
injured. Otherwise the only injuries
were slight bruises.
Heavy snows had fallen In that district and began to melt Saturday. The
track wS "considerably softened, and
As No. 44, traveling at a speed of 20
miles an hour, passed over the track
the rails spread under the tender.
Only the front trucks of the standard
Pullman left the rails. The observation car remained on the track.
The accident occurred at 1:30 Sunmorning and in the darkness
day
great confusion resulted. At first it
was believed that there were many
injuries and the first reports which
were sent out told of a long list of
casualties.
ss

re

Scarcity of Locomotive Firemen.
The United States army and navy
departments are finding difficulty In
filling the ranks when new equipment
is added. When large battleships or
heavy guns for sea coast defense are
completed the departments are embarrassed by a scarcity of men necessary for the operation of the machinery. A similar condition is already
commencing to show Itself with the
railroads. They are supplying themselves with large additions to the
equipment of locomotives and cars,
but the scarcity of firemen and brake-me- n
in some sections Is becoming serious. The want of firemen may be
explained to some extent by the fact
that there is a tendency to require
new firemen to work on the largest locomotives, and the rules of the Firemen's Brotherhood sustain the older
men in securing the places where
work is least laborious. Employment
for new men under this condition is no
longer attractive, and the men who
were formerly eager to secure positions as firemen now find no difficulty
in obtaining equal wages for work
which is more pleasant and less laborious.
The solution of this difficulty
evidently lies In the development anil
use of the machine striker, which will
perform the hardest part of the work
of firing large locomotives. The designs for a successful machine for doing this work have been worked out,
but they do not appear to be so completely developed as to Insure general
adoption, If the volume of business
Is so preat this winter that the railroads cannot handle it with improved
terminals, ample tracks and a sufficient supply of locomotives and cars,
and the weak point is lack of firemen,
then the managements must take up
more earnestly than heretofore the
automatic stoker for locomotives. This
is believed to be found the most effective method for preventing
the
congestion of traffic In the future.
Freight blockades now seem Imminent
and it is too late to prevent them by
such means during this season: but if
the railroads resort to the obvious
remedy, it should produce a boom In
the stoker business next year. Rail-

Williams, Aris., Sept. 26, 1905.
MR. W. E. NEAL. General Agent.,
Union Central Life Insurance Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DEAR SIR: I am Just In receipt of your letter Informing we that
the cash dividend on my policy of $25,000 in your Company is $423.75.
The amount of the premium on my policy Is $2318.75. This cash
dividend of $423.75 is 18 per cent of the premium. This is better
than you told we It would be and shows excellent management on
Very truly,
the part of the Company.
E. B. PERRIN.

Tlicy Are Rclng Perfected and Will
Soon He in I'se on Roads.
The successful and extensive application of the steam turbine to most of
the purposes for which the reciprocating steam engine is used has led engineers to speculate upon the possibility
of Its use as a locomotive engine, and
several designs for such an application
by prominent builders have already
appeared In foreign technical journals,
says the Railway Age.
The principal objection to the usual
design for the simple engine in locomotives is the destructive effect of the
counterbalance for the reciprocating
parts at high speed, which is damaging to the track and to the engine.
There is also the wear and expense for
repairs, much of it due to the constant
stopping and starting of the piston
crosshead and valve twice during every revolution. The former objection,
rotating to counterbalance, is successfully overcome by the use of four cylinders with pistons arranged so that
the reciprocating parts balance each
other, but It is at the expenses of a
duplication of parts which still retain
the longitudinal motion of piston and
crosshead, and. the expense for the repairs of these parts must Increase with
the number. There is also the constant
uncertainty of the crank axle with the
restricted
surface of the main rod
bearings when they require removal
for the adjustment of wear or on account of heating.
Although the
balanced
locomotive Is a marked Improvement
In Its operation. In the matter of maintenance and repairs It must of necessity be a more expensive machine. At
present It Is regarded by many as the
ultimate Improvement In the steam locomotive, and Its final form before giving away to the electric motor. The
rotary engine in
advantages of the
having a uniform turning moment,
perfect balance, simplicity and fewer
moving parts and Its ready adaptation
to high speed, appeal to engineers as
attractive features in the further Improvement of the steam locomotive for
competition with Its electric rival.
"The most favorable conditions fur
(he steam turbine are high velocity,
constant speed and revolution in one
direction. In Its application for driving electric generators these conditions nre easily met and appear to be
a natural development. The steam locomotive, however, requires the engine
to work under conditions entirely opposite to all these; that Is It must have
n variable speed,
much of Its work
done at slow speed, and it must bo reversible, a reversible turbine has
been developed In connection with Its
use for marine purposes and It is now
In successful operation.
The most difficult feature In the application of the turbine to the locomotive Is the possibility of getting a
maximum turning moment or starting and one of sufficient magnitude to
develop a high tractive power at slow
speed. This must be combined with
economical operation at high speed,
and thus far steam turbines have not
been developed along these lines. The
conditions of engine load In marine
service are somewhat similar to those
In the motive power for railroads, and
the principles employed In the
rnllons of lh mAriiwi turbine, which
enuhle It to handle variable loads eco- er

SUGGESTIONS

W. E. HEAL, Albuquerque, N.
fitneral Agent for

Holly

Christmas Cells will soon be ringing and the
problem of "What shall I give Him for
Christmas," will once more confront you.
We have made a few suggestions above and,
should you fall to find a suitable Item on the list,
we would be pleased to have you call and we'll do
all In our power to assist you.
A good rule to follow in selecting gifts for a
Man is to buy what he would be apt to buy for
himself.
All our prices are moderate, and we are always
at your service.
A UFino Collar and Cuff Box with each Suit.
old

1.1.

New Mexico, Arizona and Western Texas.

Roping
Misletoe

Danlaf Hats

Neitleton's Shoet

Albuquerque
Roof Paint
IMP

Greens Wreaths
Immortelle Wreaths
Christmas Bells

K R V I OUS TO

CRACK

OR

NONE BETTER.

Iff

HEAT

fclivNl

EarlA

C

Will look well and feel well when
you have one of our genuine

BLISTER.

"5-A-

SOLI) BY

117 West

Ca.rria.ges, Buggies
Saddles, and

Gold Avenue

.

r

-

THOS. F. KELEHER

Ü'.

,fi

riTTTimiSm,

and

LIGHT AND HEAVY HARNESS

Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lnp Robes,
Horso Blankets, Elc

Paints, Oils and Varnishes

Horse Blankets
on him. Low Tribes Now. Large
New Stock.

.

Christmas Candies Nuts and Raisins
in mammoth quantities

"

V.

Bor radaile & Co

Agents,

Wilson

Shirts
Jagfr Undcrviear

L

GALLON OR
O.NTHACTS MADE

T H

Just in by Express

J.-

-

& CO.
KORBER.
'

Corner Firsr Street and Co&per Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

MEW

MEXICO

Palmetto Roof Paint Lasts Five Years
and Stops Leaks.

SUPERIOR PLANING MILL COMPANY

Cash Paid for Hides and Trlts.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENTE

office.

OROCERIFS! GROCERIES! GROCER I ES.
THE FIXES'!' LIXE OF
GOCERIES IX THE CITY. AT F. G.
PRATT & CO.'S. 211 S. SECOND ST.

The Jaffa Grocery Co

WM. FHRR

"Good Things to Eat"

Wholesale and Retnll Dealer in

Automatic Phone 214

Colo,

intone Blk

Fresh and Salt Meats

292

Mouldings, House

Spxsh, Doors,

Trimming and Stair Work, Bar Fixtures, Window"
and Door Frames, Refrigerators, Counters, Shelving-anall kinds of Machine Work neatly done.

SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY

The yerj
of Kansas City beef
iml mutton at Kmll KJelnwort's, 112
Xnrth Third street.
st

FOR CATTLE AM IIOGS BIGGEST G.
E. GVSTAFSON,
MARKET PRICE PAID

me

On the payment of a small
deposit down we will

subject
cheerfully hold
to your order anything
vou mav select from now
till Christmas.

Early Shopping is

Ad-disabl-

--

Furs as a Gift
Furs arc the most acceptable. Stylo, grace and that
air of "difference" so dear to a woman's heart these arc
the qualities which cause women to select their furs here.
We are justly proud of our furs of their quality, their
elegance and shapeliness. We promise to all good values
on all of them.

Christmas ffecK&ear
season is now at Its height and we
The
are pleased to announce that this Neckwear section of
ours Is ready with a most beautiful assortment of dainty
and appropriate neck fixings just the things that will
meet with your fancy. High class tailored Stocks, also
dainty
Linen Collar and Cuff Sets.
Several special Neckwear assortments for this week
at 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
Holly Ribbons An excellent assortment of Holly
to 4 Inches wliles, at !c lo 50c
Ribbons 'in widths
yard.
gift-buyi-

The Christmas Hags
Nothing better for Christmas gifts than good nags
we are offering many special values In high grade Carriage and Vanity Bags. See our great $1.00 assortment.
An even dozen of stylos to choose from in this lot.

Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store

FEW MORE DAYS and Christmas will be here. Do you realize how short a time you have Ina
which to mako your selections? Through careful and intelligent preparation we have assembled
most brilliant Holiday stock- - It is, Indeed, an enmassment of practical giveables proffered In a pracanswers to the perplexing, question of what to give. It lessens the
tical way. It offers common-sens- e
burden and Increases the pleasure of holiday shopping. The character and correctness of our styles
are established by long years of successful catershlp. The reasonableness of our prices is too well known
to call for special comment.
You are from every point of view In safe precincts here. Head on.

Special Sale in Our
A great saving here. The Skirt apportunity
of the season mixtures, serges. Panamas, cheviots, In the prevailing plaids and checks, grays
and greens, browns and blacks, blues and mix$5.1)5
tures. Very special for

XOomerís Tailored Satts at the
Very Lobvest Prices
neat,
"Tailored" expresses their appearance
dressy, not ordinary nor tawdy not severe, not
prim knack created them. The detulls of fit
and finish we look to. in short, they are suits
that possess simple elegance, simple grace and
style. You'll appreciate the discrimination we
made In their purchase.
One hundred black and mixture cloth suits.
The entire lot divided into four lots for easy selling, as follows:
Lot Nn 1 Suits in this lot worth up to
$12.50, af- S7.H
lot worth up t
Lot. No. 2 Suit In this

at

$10.1H

Ixit No.

3

Lot No.

4

$20.00,

at
at

worth

Suits In this lot

worth

Fansfor Gifts
a
A dainty, pretty Fan as a gift for the young lady
large assortment here to choose from at 50c, 75c, $ ,00,
$1.50, $2.00 and $3.00.

and

In

up to

$12.

IH

up to

$17.IM

at Almost Half

of Waists
numbers,

'.o
Our entire stock divided into lot
dose, and to make choosing an easy matter, as
follows:
Lot No. 1 Plain and Plaid Flannel WalsK
750
values up to $3.00, Choice for
Lot No. 2 Assorted lot of Wash Waists, value
$1'
up to $2.50. Choice
Lot No. 8 Plaid and Tlaln Mohair Waists,
$1.50
values up to $3.50. Choice
T ni
Vn i rcmttrnlilcrcd find Plain Ratlste
$2.0i
W lists, values up to $3.50. Choice
Lot No. 5 Embroidered and Plaid Wool
$2.75
W lists, values, up to $4.50. Choice
Lot No. 6 Silk Crepe de Chene Waists, rill
colors and black, values up to $G. Choice. .$3.50
Plaid Wool Waists,
Lot No. 7 Imported
$3.05
values up to $6.50. Choice
Lot No. 8 Plaid Silk Waists, values tip
$l.5
$7.50. Choice
All nitiof u'niuta rpdnr'cd In n like nronortlon.
ni,if TiiffMin Milk Wnlsts reduced to 13.00. Net
Waists also reduced to $3.50. $5.00 and $0.50.
Panne Silk Waists, regular $10 value, reduced 10
$7.50. All our Imported models of hand-mad- "
waists in black, white, blue and brown reduced
to exactly half their original prices.

Millinery Department

Our entire stock of Evening Coats reduced to
close them out. and uny one of these will make
a handsome gift.

What would be better than a nice Hat for a
for a Christmas gift. AU our Ladles' Millinery
has been reduced to close out.

Christmas Glomes

Í

...Novelties In licit 9 for Holiday Gifts Artistic
beautiful choice gifts that will be appreciated.

this lot

Suits

Opera Coats

A most beautiful collection here of fine Jeweled and
Mounted Rack and Side Combs. We sell them single or
in match sets tome excellent values in Comb Setsc nt
$1.0, $1.25, $2.00 and up to $5.00.

Special Sale

Ladies' Walking SKJrts

$110.00,

Jetueted and Mounted Combs

Ready-io-Oe- ar

Department

$15.00.

If Gloves are to be bought for Holiday gifts
permits you to present "my lady" then our
tion Is practical unlimited styles are correct
tion when gloves are bought back to exchange
If doubtful about size or color desired, the
for nny number of pairs, and for any value
as wished.

ILL

South of Viaduct. ON I IKST ST

can
onler by mail and fare 11s
well a a if they made personal selections.
All orders receive the most
prompt attention.

Early Shopping is AdxJt table

A

e

Proprietor.

Out of town patrons

J'TO'RE OVEfl EVEfflflGS UflTIL CHUISTMAJ".

From now 011 the Store will Ik-- crowded in the afternoons.
You ran choose your gifts in Hie inoi'iilns hours more at
your leisure.

-

Manhattan Shirts

YOUR. HORSE

OR COLD. CONTAINS NO
ACID. WILL NOT RUM,

A

tx--

"le WAS'"91'

Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque

Holly Wreaths

A Gift for Co i.lur t.iis.
full leather train look cover,
with name on the side In gold wonlJ
be a most suitable gift for yoitr railroad friend, sweetheart; ' husband or
brother.
Get them of Mllchner &
I.lthgow, the bookbinders at the

Wa

M.MANDELL

Aelson $3.30 ami
$4.00 Shoes

Smilx

way Age.

Journal

SÉ

SUIT
OVERCOAT
DUX LAP HAT
UNDERWEAR
NECKWEAR
GLOVES
HOSIERY
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
HOUSE COAT
NIGHT ROBE
SUSPENDERS
MUFFLER
I'M RRELLA
RATH ROBE
CCOLLARS AND CUFFS
RAIN COAT

WOULD TOU LIKE TO HAVE A POLICY I TKE THE ABOVE? WE
HAVE A FEW MORE LEFT. FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE

TTKBIXE IXMJOMOTIVES.

four-cylind-

.

OUR HOLIDAY

and Cloven are the ONE article of dress that good form
SelecGlove Department should have your patronage.
and prices the lowest. Tho largo stock assures satisfacfor the right size or color.
' Clove Order" solves the problem.
Can be made out
ran be used at any time. Value can be specified or not,

TOYS REDUCED

TO

CLOSE TBE

OUT

RF.MF.MIil'R
trading.

How much more pleasant is the

A Gft Suggestion
We have a

brilliant assortment of Negligee and
Roudolr Robes In silk, cashmere, albatross, and elder,
down. No Christmas present to a lady Is more gratefully received.

Umbrellas
An umbrella Is n present useful and very attractive,
A OOOl) umbrella will prove satisfactory after months
of wear and we sell the GOOD kind umbrellas that
nre guaranteed in every way. In Ladies Umbrellas wo
have splendid values at $3.50, $5.00 and $7.50 handles
mounted In sterling. At the same prices we have Men's

I'mbrellas with
fine horn natural woods or gun
metal Rterlhig mounted. You save from $1.00 to $2.50
on any of these umbrellas.

'Ra'tncoaU-Ve- ry

"Best

and Cheap

Time was when Ralncoata were a luxury to be had
only when one had several other coats but now they're
a necessity they come first of all. It's a luxury that
will cost you but little here.
Letter goods we couldn't
find we know you can't find better prices.

An Appreciative Gift JHK Petticoats
gift of a Silk Petticoat never comes amias specially priced for our holiday sale are the great collection of
Silk I'ndersklrts we show; every shade and color Is
bountifully provided.
New Taffeta Silk Petticoats. In black and colors, made
with tucked circular flounce, full flare, for $1.75.
New Rustling Taffeta Silk Petticoats,
black and
colors, trimmed with two shirred flounces and ruining,
for $7.50.
A handsome new assortment of Taffeta Silk Petticoats, In black and all the new plaid and changeable effects, trimmed with accordion plaiting and ruchlnsr or
shirred and circular flounce effects, from $10 to $22.50.
A

i Tract teal Gift
Our Trunk and Rag Department, on the second floor,
offers Suit Cases or Rags at 10 per cent discount. What
Is better for a Christmas gift.
.
Our entire stock Is Included In this sale,
s

ram
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OF BIGGEST HOLIDAY
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High
will mixke adatridy Christmas present one thaa will
in value right along- can't be burnt up or stolen,
and in a few years will be a good stat for ny young man
or woman.

in-crea.- se

bey in.
The

posfnfflee Is (piluiiKc lly. the
place ill town Jim ito.v, although every retail store in lbiiH'-r-quIn spite of extra cicrks
is busy.
and extra care to exi;te business,
'then, was a cruh In front of the registry and Htaurip window all il.iy yesterday that apparently had no end.
was still there at closing
The
t i return this
time and It U expei-teimorning when tli office opens.
Tho extra writing- tables In the lobby were crowded all day and were
piled high with packaages.
Sometime there was even a scramble
for plací at the tables, und once or
twl.e there was a mixing of packages'
that was amusing. Karly In the day
a little woman with her arms full of
nnaddressed packages, nt rolled In and
dumped her load of holiday gifts on
the table beside a bundle of packages
belonging to a large fat lady w ho was
busily engaged In writing addresses.
Wher. the large fat lady got up to go
to the stamp window, rhe Inadvertently picked up one of the small package belonging to the little woman,
leavlnsr it small nackaire of her own
In Its place.
The small woman no- tleed the mistake and lost no time inj

-

hush-- '

Only $10 down, balance
SI per .week

ly

it.

"

-

Eastern' Addition-

1

about

l,J "

- -

For one of those beautifvil

If the business of the postoffice can
be taken as an lnd- - o( the growth
r.oye
lt.i
of Albuqu-rcnthis to-something very like a bojm sin-- . December. 1S04.
The ri'i.itry business at t'.ie
during the Christmas season Is
generally taken as the index of the
volume of business of all kinds going
through the office. The heaviest 'lay
during the holiday hpisoü last year
shon-ca total of 240 refrisu
.unl packages sent i.ut. Jlnid iy
of this week the ti.tal of registered
packages fwnl out was 297 an yesterday the number reached 3.10, the
heaviest outgoing reentry business in
the history of the oftlce. It Is likely
that the busliien of today MI exceed
th.it of yesterday, ami then the rush
of incoming Christmas packages wil

It

,,.""''

....

m

-

Wednesday, December 20, 1805.1

-

On January 1st we will withdraw edl unsold lots from the
market for a time.
I

"I beg your pardon," Khe said quite
softly, "but you've made n mistake.
That is my package you have: this one
dul'at'
Is yours. Mine has a forty-liv- e
watch In it."
The large woman stared for a minute, and then she said:
It would
"Oh. thank you dear.
have awful to make such a mistake.
.My package has a four hundred dollar
diamond ring In It."
And the mistake was corrected In
c
an Instant.
A busy Albuquerque doctor went to
the postoffVe yesterday with some
nine Christmas packages ready to be
mailed. The only thing the doctor - here were a powder paper or so, twosome more. "Hanging's too good for
TABLE
lin ked was stamps. He stood in line hair pins, some cards and two climes, him!"
OPERA HOUSE RAILROAD
Cor. Fourth &
RamoQu'o
"Well, now, Isn't that too bad," sh! After Officer Rossi could make
in front of one of the windows for!
STORAGE! STORAGE!
ndlllodj b
Railroad Ai
minutes, by his watch, then p
haven't but twenty cents." self heard lie shook his captive and
:
started
j
suppose
It
)ip
In
and
gave
up
I
sternly,
tf(
)f,n
inquired
"WVll.
1,
he
out to forage for stamps on the
Typewrilorium..
have to charge that two cents;! "What you steal?"
Christmas Matinee and Night
prime
side.
Half an hour later lie
simply haven't got It with me."
"All I got was the dice, wild the THE SECURITY WAREHOUSE COMPANY
re25
Monday, December
back, still toting his packages, and
"I'm' sorry, madam,' began the prisoner with a grin as hi produced
With the Woman's Exchange.
,
sunied his place in line.
erk, "but we can t
All kinds of Second-han- d
Typethe cubes.
"There isn't a single postage stamp;
Then the scowling man behind: "(Juan!" said Mr. Rossi In disgust. Will wifely keep your 1MAXO. I THX- bought, sold, exchanged,
writers
(In effect .November 12, 1905.)
In this town outside of that w indow,"
rented and repaired.
his throat.
iti:. trunks. vi:iiu f.i:s.
And he turned Hie man loose and ear- any
I'JIsthoiind.
"Ken- - (jod's sake, madam," ho
he t.ild sadly, and waited for thirty
tnP ()(,e K00iily back to the St. mWIHSi:, M.CIIIM.HV amilength
Express, arrives
Agents for the
Frazee & Browne Present No.a. 2..m..Atlantic
minutes more while the stamp c lork ( h,lniel, "allow nie to lend you twoElmo. Meanwhile the crowd melted article, large or small, for uny
denarta 8:30 a. m.
of time. In their new and
lic ked stamps for some lifty women.
cents."
and the thief grinned.
4.,
No.
Chicago
Limited, arrives 11:69
tit reasonable
Underwood Visible
Moraitc warehouse,
There Is said to be all old Joke aliotlt
The Laughing Show
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
irntcH. ..Money Loaned on roocIs stored.
the woiiian who wants her stamps fcaaaBBSaaiaaaSMaMaBBBBBWa
Quick Returns.
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City Excharged.
Typewriters..,,'
press. 'arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
The occurrence acta. illy
In
the
One man who advertised
OI 'TICKS: ÍJIIAXT HMHK
7:45 d. m.
took place at the postoffice yesterday,
got quick
returns
Morning
Journal
No. 10., Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
ana oí me i own the other day. In fact the returns
Typewriter Ribbons and
rHoxrr.
according to one of the stamp clerks.;
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Supplies always on hand.
A ladv who Is pretty well known in
took
they
so
quick
almost
were
that
asaaaasassHiawaaMasBSaMaBawassBasaaaar.
AVcst bound
society circle, appeared at the win
away.
you
his breath
are interested in pur- - ii
No. 1 California Express, arrives 7:30
How Rodey I lxed 'Em.
it
It was to In
dow with a package.
chasing a typewriter, call und H
housegeneral
p. m denarts 8:15 p. m.
girl
for
a
He
wanted
Albuquerque
a
Uocley
It.
Delegate
duly
S.
has
Former
reentered, and after having
examine our stock,
No. 3., California
So he
Limited, arrives
told her it wouldifalr share of that famous trait lor work and he wanted one bad.
weighed it the cb-ideparts
11:10
m..
a.
11:20.
In
want
the
little
ad.
his
Works
inserted
Machine
GEO.
and
Foundry
w hich the sons of Krlit have ever been
S. RAMSAY, MANAGER
cents.
require twenty-tw- o
No. 7.. Mexico & California Express,
Morning Journal's classified column
p.
"Won't you please put them on for noted, the gift of speech which the one evening
m.,
arrives
HAJ.L,
10:45
Proprietor
departs 11:59.
It. I.
and said wearily that
No. 9., Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.,
me?" mid the lady sweetly. "I don't (laellc call blarney. It has stood him "you might leave
It In for four or five Iron and Brass Castings,
Coal,
Ore,
unci
on
once
he
good
sticky
stufT
more
Southbound
to
stead
than
taste that
theln
like
No. 9., Mexico Express, departs 12:15
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Crate
back," and the clerk, who has become made excellent use of It In making days" and went out.
ISars, Iiabbltt Metal, Columns
Next morning he dropped In lis soon
V. m.
on,
while
'sure of his audience clown in Tucson
a patient man. slink them
FUN
CYCLONE OF
and Iron Fronts for HuildLocal freight train, No. 99., south
While there was tin as the office was open to order it tak- the oi.m 1, chin, I shuffled his feet and the other niirht
lngs. Repairs on Mining anl
bound, departs at 5 a. m. and
1,1 ,ou,,le
l,lrk tl,n0
doubt In the mind of Mr. IMdey of '" out
scowled.
carries passengers.
5
he said, Millln- - Machinery In Our Specialty
An" ou " mlv' 10
Then the ladv' went lino her pocket his cordial repetition hv the nialnrltv!
Arrives I'rom South
this
1X)ITNDKY
bonk. Kin1 searched around Inside for'r.r thi. nconle of Tucson, there was!w',n a Kr,n- - "I was awakened
10.,
No.'
Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
half past five
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former superintendm
exposure
The recent Insurance
OH THE CUT-O- FI
ent of scho.ils and until recently czir havj. attracted such general attention
of the populous precinct of Barelns,
was yesterday found guilty pt plain to th condition of afiairs that a meet-- !
will be 'held In Chicago on Febassault and battery In the cae charg- Ing
ing him with assault on theperpon of ruary nr.n of governors, attorney genJune 20thl904, with erals and Insurance commissioners of
Construction Manager Denies Abran Dlmaa,-.oIntent to murder. An attempt was all states and territories to dlscu.w the
m.vde to Indict Vigil a ear ago but situation.
The following letter, received by'
without result. The tyCt grand Jury Attorney
Men
Turning
Away.
General Prichard gives the
found a truelblll agaipst him, charging assault wUth Interft to kill.
The details of the proposed meeting:
Washington, Dec. 14, 190 j.
Jury found ia a casfe of simple asHon. George W Prichard,, Attorney
V
sault.
SAYS PROFESSIONAL HOBOES
General, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Vigil is still nndef indictments found
Dear Sir: In view of the Interes;
by the same gryndi Jury charging him
ARE NO GOOD IN CAMPS with embezxle fcielit, and in
Is now being taken In the busthat
another
throughout
the
with misappropriation of public funds. ies of Insurance
Both of these ctiíes aro based on al- country and in many sections abroad,
"The stories that are tola uboul leged crooked transactions
during ico; also because of the belief almost
there being more men than are need- Vigil's terms as county school superin, universally existing that Mie disturbed
situation requires the wisest, most
ed on the Belen cut-o- ft
are without tendent.
'houghlful and comprehensive considfoundation," said J. A. Burton, manaeration, it has been suggested by sevger of the camps on the Epris end of
eral officials, who rank high in public
the line yesterday evening at the
life, that a conference of all tho govwhere lie Is stopping for a
ernors, attorney generals and Insurday or two. "We could easily place
ance commissioners of the states, terfifty good men. and tihe same eondi- ritories and the District of Columbia
tion prevails, at all the camps alonsi
he held for the purpose of considering
the line.
matters pertaining to life Insurance
"Every willing laborer can And h
AT
HIGH
SCHOOL
. '
. ..
In general.
Vin ,,.111
i
inh 11miu
11110 I0T II anil
jvu
mu BUA lo .UlC
Therefore, after a preliminary conthere has never been a time while the
ference, held in New York City last
work has been in progresj qu the cut-oiThe following is the program of the week, with a number of insurance
ihat there have been men enough.
"Tramps re a detriment to any High school oratorical contest to bt commissioners, and an extended meetcamip and will not be tolerated, as held tonight In the Central Higl. ing that was subsequently held in th.
they are continually kicking about oik school assembly room, beginning at city oil the 9th, 10th and 11th Instan
S o'clock:
it wlftvh meeting the following genthing or another, principally complaintlemen were present, viz.: Insurance
ing that the work Is too had. All that "T'.ie grldlerV Chorus" From GouCommirslouers Beau E. Folk, of TenI
nod's "Faust"
required of our men Is to do a fair
nessee; Thomas D. O'Brien, of MinneHigh School Glee Club.
day's work. We have 'been very good
Elsie Sackett. 'Oí apolis; B. F. Carroll, of Iowa; Zeno M.
to our men and some of them have Oration
Hos-t-.
of Wisconsin; W. Q. Cole, ot
Duet "From
My
Swiss
been In the employ of the company Vocal
Mississippi;
Henry It. Prewllt, of
Home"
for seven years past.
Kentucky; Frank H. Hardinson, depMiss Edith Harrison, Miss Alllne
"The trouble is that too many men
uty of Nebraska; and myself; ConBixler.
want to get over the road and are not
Sam Ho Kee, '06 sulting Actuaries, Clayton C. Hall, of
desirous of getting honest employ- Oratlore
ment. They either want a 30i't job Whistling .Solo .....Miss Lolo Neher Baltimore, Md.; S. Herbert Wolfe, of
Alice Schrelber, 'OS New York City, and W. J. Graham, of
Oration..
or no job at all.
Wof-for"It is not reasonable to suppose that "Blue Are the Heavens". . .Glee Club Kentucky, aiul Examiner C. P.
deof
Tennessee
Insurance
the
Oration
'Oh
McDonald,
....Josephine
a construction company will place o"
Miss Lillian Hesselden partment; it was deemed advisable to
ders for more men than are needed Piano Solo
call such a meeting and Ho that end
Decision of judges.
and will go to the expense of shipping
and as chairman of the conferences
Awarding of prize.
them a, thousand miles, or any disabove referred to, which I was directtance for that matter. If they do nut
ed by President Roosevelt to attend;
Jlrs. Corey in Albuquerque.
want them. There is plenty of work
Mrs. William. E. Corey, whose do- also by Hon. Henry B. F. MacFaiiand,
on the cut-oand the great trouble
has been to get men to come to the mestic disagreements with her hus- president of the board of commissioncamps who will stay. The conditions band, the head of the steel trust, re- ers of tho District of Columbia, I hereand urge you to be present
at all of the camps are better,than on cently furnished a three days' sensa by Invite
most work of this character', hlglu r tlon for eastern newspapers, passed at a meeting to be held in the city of
wagss axe paid and our men arc well through Albuquerque Monday nifi.'nt, Chicago, Illinois, on Thursday, Februon the Santa Fe limited. Mrs. Corey, ary 1, 1906, at 10 o'clock a. m.
fed and cared for."
It Is said, hurriedly left Los Angeles
Please Inform me promptly whethfor the east Sunday night, on receipt er you will attend, in order that I may
a telegram from Pittsburg.
She be able at $n early date to definitely
JOLLY EAGLES
ENTERTAIN of
was accompanied by her slster-ln-l- a
w, arrange for hotel accommodations
,Miss A. Corey, and two friends.
and a hall In which to hold the con
vention; after completion of which arTHEIR LADY FRIENDS AT
What have you to trade for prop- rangements you will be advised.
erty at Los Cerrillos; cost $1250:
Yours very respectfully,
trading price one-haTHOMAS E. DRAKE,
of cost. A snap If
you ran use the property.
Don't be Superintendent of Insurance, District
nfrnid to talk with me. T. L.
of Columbia.
300 South Broudway.
you are going east? Why
Of
Albuquerque Aerie, No. 165, Frater
You are golr- - to visit the old homo not? course
Tho holiday rates are low. Ask
nal Order of Eagles, entertained the during the holidays.
Cheap
ladles last evening. The entertaln- - all points via Santa Fe Houte.rates to the Santa Fe ticket office for full
lent which was cleverly planned and
carried out was a Herles of surprises
and from a social standpoint was the
event of lodge circles of this season.
There were games for which handsome prizes were awarded to the ladies, a short musical program was
rendered after which dancing took up
the remainder of the evening.
At 11 o'clock the ladies were escorted to the banquet room where a deWEST RAILROAD AVENUE
'
lightful repast was served.
The party was given In return for 1
- BETWEEN
one which was given to the gentlemen
some time ago.
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Mesilla Park iilvla W in.
In their nrst public contest, tlu
barket ball teim of the El Paso high
school Saturday afternoon met defeat
at the hands of the Mesilla Park live,
says the El Paso Herald.
The score at the end of the nint'i
stood 18 to 7, but the collegians did
their decisive work In the first half,
at the end of which the score stood I
to 2 In their favor. The score for;
the second half was 5 to 4 In favor of
the locals.
The superior condition of the teim
from the College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts was apparent at lhi
outset. The locals have not had the
advantage of any utrong competition
in practice, while the girls from Mesilla park have trained against the
leys' team at the college.
In the second half the local3 repaired some of their most Herlou,
shortcomings, and held the visitor
more evenly. In the first half th.
visiting forward's had been left almost
entirely unguarded and the score
rolVed up rarldly, but in the second'
half the El Paso guards put up mors
cffeitive defense.

(MTHE

1

Would Be Annexed to Sonoru.
Benjamin Packard, of Naco, Arizona, Is staying at tho Hollenbeck hotel, says the Los Angeles Examiner.
Mr. Packard Is among the wealthy
cattle and mining men of the territory. He is like almost all Arlzonlans,
deeply Impressed at the threatened
action of congress In adopting the bill
making ArUuna and New Mexico one
state.
"I agree with what Col. Epes Ran- dolph recontly said In your paper,
said Mr. Packard yesterday, "that It
would be' better for the material Inter
csts of Arizona to be ceded to Mexico
and annexed to Sonoru. They do have
a good government In- Sonora and tho
people arc Intelligent and progressive.
"There docs not seem to bo anything that we can do to prevent tho
Joint statehood crime, but we will
keep on fighting. All of the facts will
bo laid before congress, and then If n.
republican administration decides to
betray our people we will havo to
take our medicine, but I can tell you
there won't be many republicans left
In Arizona If we are treated with such
infamy.
"I am hera In the Interests of our
territorial fair as I am one of the
thrco commissioners. We will have
six days racing at Phoenix, and will
give out a lot of generous purses. A
number of good horses are already
there and I am here to meet hors?men
hoping to get some of them to enter."
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STORE OF RELIABILITY

QUESTION

That

of deciding

assistance of those who are in doubt as to what to give we here submit a list of such things as would be suitable for the
ferent members of the family:
For the Mother

For Ithe Son

Handsome Girdle
Diamond Brand Street Shoes
Embroidered Hose
Knit Skirt
Fascinator
'Dressing Hacquo

Initial Handkerchiefs
Handkerchiefs

warm

Table Cloth with Napkins
Hemstitched Damask Towels
House Slippers
Mexican Drawnwork Dullles
Shoulder Shawl
Japanese Drawnwork Lunch
Cloths
American Drawnwork Pillow
Shams
Silk-cover-

Wool-fille-

d

Comforter
Embroidered Handkerchiefs
Pair of White Blankets
Marseilles Bed Spread
Bilk Umbrella

Silk Suspenders with Sliver
Buckle
Pulr of Case Patent Leather
Dress Shoes
Gloves
Collars
Neckties
Embroidered Hose
Silk Muffler
Kid Gloves
Full Dress Shirts
Corliss-Coo- n
Collars
Silk Underwear
Pair of Golf Gloves
Military Hair Brushes
Splendid Clothes Brush
Stetson or Shlled'a Hut
Silk Hut
Fancy Sweater
Silk Umbrella
Heavy Stockings
,
School Shoes
Leggings
rocket Comb and Glass

For the Children
Train

of Cars and Track
Magic Lantern

Drum
Steam Engine
Tin Horn
Toy Milk Wagon
Music Box
Toy Gun

Big Express Wagon

i

uFor Grandmother

For the Daughter

Knit Circular Shawl
Felt Slippers
Easy Shoes
Wool Hose
New Dress
Wool Gloves
Stock Collar
Warm Wrapper
Fleeced Cotton Sheets
Turnover Collars & Cuffs
Black Kid Gloves

Goods for an Evening Dress
Pulr of Silk Stockings
Pulr of Hurt's Dancing Sllppeis
Silk Shirtwaist Pattern
Gloves
Pulr of Elbow-lengt- h
Drawnwork Dresser Scurf
Pulr of Diamond Brand Walking Shoes
Leather Wrist Hag
Embroidered Handkerchiefs

Violin

Mechanical Boat
Musical Top
Bean Bag Board
Books

Dolls
Doll Trunks
Toy Tables
Toy Bureau
Toy Safes
Magnets
Games
Warm Cap
Hats
(Vtel'S
Hair linishcs
Caps
Hats
Warm

Fascinator

For Grandfather
Wool Gloves
Silk Muffler

Merino Socks
Soft Walking Shoos
Wool Underwear
Coat Shirts
Soft Wool Shirts
Kllk Suspenders
Handkerchiefs
Silk Hat
Silk Umbrella

Fanif Stock Collar

Manicure Set
Carved Ieather Turse
Handkerchiefs In Fancy Boxes
Lace Turnover Collar
Wrater Color Calendars
Embroidered Collars & Cuffs
Handsome Corset
Muslin Underwear
Fancy Hosiery Underwear
Fine Luces mid Ribbons
Veils

dif-

For the Father
Silk Muffler
Silk Umbrellas
Handsome Tie
Box of Initial Handkerchiefs

Fancy

Hoso

Dress Gloves
Pair oí Fine Shoes
Silk Suspenders
Silk Hat
Derby Hat
Soft Hat
Slippers
Dree or Negligee Shirts

For the Baby
Fancy Moccasins
Fancy Shoes
Bootees
Cashmere Hose
Crocheted Sucques
Wool Sweaters
Bearskin Caps
Rattles
Dolls
Mittens
All Kinds of Toys

I

When in search of goods for Holiday purposes look for the Big Globe Sign, on West Railroad Avenue, which marks the entrance to The Globe Store, where all articles enumerated
in the above lists are kept in stock and are sold at honest prices.
.

,

(ch

'Cac

I
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'vhat to give to different' members of the family for Christmas.
Howevr, Christmas is almost here and that question must be decided at once It is not the cost of the present that
makes it acceptable, but its appropriateness and suitability to the wants and desires of the recipient. For the guidance and

-

CLEAKAXCE SALE.
Big bargains in Millinery. All good
must be sold by January 1, regardless
of cost.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.

SMOKING JACKETS

SWELL NECKWEAR

(r

A PERPLEXING

Kid Gloves
Wool Gloves, very
New Dress

i

I

3E

f ACE SIX.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

SIEI1T

yeslrday concluded the final negotiations for the purchase of Mr. Elder's ranch of ISO acre of the best
adapted land on the great plain eaM
of the cliy. where work will be started
at tune on the building of the bent!

SIOLE

TROUSERS
SHREDDED

MID

MB

ble this lde of April delivery. Lake
and electrolytic are quoted at 118.50'
i 19 00.
and casting at $18.12H
j

track In the southwest. Not only ha!
the clulj purchased the grounds, but
announce rhat it will give its first:
lit
i ... ...... . ..
iiiaiiiifv uit .w
in new irdCK- Kr ftn iruni1
next Sunday afternoon, with a first!
T j class program of race in which pra. tlcally every local horse of note will!
be entered.
i
The association has announced
leady its large phin for a first clas:
house, stable, etc., to go wlthj
a: club
the new track, and Us act Km In pur-- i
chasing the site demonstrates
that;
the club I going to m,ike Rood. A,
part of the plan I to build a speedway!
j from
the end of Railroad avenue to
(the new track, a distance of throe'
miles and a 'half.
!

j

Versatile Sneak Thief.
MAY

I

HAVE SWIPED BREAKFAST

FROM NOBLE

MOTIVES

Silver. f,jrc.
Mrxi an d dlars,

Chicago Hoard of Trade.

j

j

M

8Sc.

88 ' c.

May corn opened

Frightened llio

IH-vl-

j

and closed,

43

44WiC,

$7.2',

Wall Mrect.
N.w York. Dec. 19. There was no
further trace in the stoc k market
day of
hysterical It over
the t'hi ago hank failures. Closing:
Amalgamated Copper
9S'4
1 5
Migar
'4
Anaconda,

'U

Kansas fit y Livestock.
'aillo re-- ;
Kansas City. Dec. 19.
ceipts, 13.000. Including 400 south- ems; 'market Meady. Native steers,
$3.75í)'6.2ñ; southern steers, $2.50'ii
4.50;

southern

1

I

Third

t-

-

T W T
I

118 S. 3d St.

I0'UÍ2

$2.25-)4.00-

V--i

j

'

lils-cult-

FVEHR.
Undertaking Company,

-

-

c

1

USEFUL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

gar-nio'n- ts

13 14 15 16

1718 19 20 21 2223
242526272829 30

J905

3irrr

Only a Few More
Shopping Days Until

Retnetmber: For this week you
can secure a handsome Suit or
Cloak to give for a Christmas gift

at just half

price'

un-tu-

lioxcil specially for Christmas gifts and
Men's SusKMiilers
beauties they are at 50c, ".; and $1.00.
Initial Handkerchiefs for Men Six in a box, good linen with
hand embroidered Initial, ut 7.'x! it Imix.
.sterling Silver Novelties at 25c Choice novelties In Hlotters,
Nail Flies, Cutirle Knives, Stamps, Seals, Shoes Huttoners
IAciiIiiu Fans Handsome hand made fans, bolh domestic
and foreign makes, ut from 50! to $15.00.
Cut (ilass ut Ncl Cost We're closing out this lino for wunt
of space. Exeollcnt'values form 25c to $0.00.
I'lnc Dress (icsicN Our Dress Goods section offords a greut
selection for a good practical gift. Everything completo
In colored and black goods.

Ititer-eidlegla-

Co-Car- ts

c

PÜ

fflt

1

.

-

.

IKW" vc
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11

I

11
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0. W.Strong'sSons cS?:""!!

av-ent-

SHIVERING TIME
IS NEAR.

MESA DRIVING

HE

CLUB WILL

A GAS HEATER

FIRST MATINEE

gives Just (he right

With 180 acre of level ground on
(he mem. three miles east of Albuquerque In Its poMiession. and with it
Incorporation papers ready to be filed,
the new Mesa Driving club of
Is ready ta show the people
businesa and that It
mat It
Albu-liuarc-

going ahead.

The

offlc

;

eri of the

Kvery woman aprcciates gixxl Neckwear for tlic reason it is
often tliat a piece of Neckwear completes the attractiveness of
the costume. Our line this Christmas is by far the largest
we've ever shown.
The pricing ranges from 15 cents to $3.50.
Brazilian Drazaiwork Excellent articles for the table anil
sidclioanl, specially good things for 35c ami up to $5.00.
Table Linens All housewives are glad to receive something nice in table coverings. Our line offers splendid opportunities in which to tin Mise from. 35c to $.50.
Children's Muff Sets Consisting of muff and collar, !u
white coney and angora fur, at $i.-'- 5 and $2.50.
(; Can ed German Wall Racks Genuine hand carved
wall racks, imjiorted from Germany, something new to decorate the home with and incxjiensivc. 35c to $i.-'- 5.

pair of Pingrec Shoes would

A

be acceptable as a gift
House Robes fur Gentlemen Any man would lie glad to
receive one of these comfortable garments. They're worth
'
.
S4.50 and $5.50.
Warm Furs for the Lady A great wealth of new novelties
Triced
in furs, in all kinds of skins, natural and imitations.
to $50.00.
at
K)

The Albnqaerqae Gas, Electric Light and Power Companj

office.

CO-Ro-

FireSICTANS
DR. R. L. HUST
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High.
8,

Frequency Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m.
to 4 p. m. Trained nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM,
Practice limited to diseases of
tho Ear, Nose, Throat and Lungs.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Block. Office hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Telephones; Colorado, 154. Automa-

J9

tic, 272.

WANTED Rag carpets and rugs
to weave. Mrs, S. H. Notley, Post
d31
ranch, Old Albuquerque.
WANTED. Heifer calves, suckling
or weaned. C, care Journal.
tf
"FOR EXCHANGE. Have you a
good
team you want to trade on a
house and l'ot. If so, see T. L.
300 S. Broadway.
tf
WANTED. Boarders, private family, 606 South Broadway.
tf
WANTED. I have a buyer for
business lot or cheap business property. What have you to offer. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway, tf
WANTED To exchange good improved city property for vacant lots.
F. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad-

H. CONNER,
Osteopathic,
Physician and Surgeon.
treated.
All diseases successfully
Ofllce, the Barnett Bldg.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m and I te 4 p. n.
Both telephones.
DR. J. H. WROTH.
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuoneroii. N M
DR. J. E. BRONSON.
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17, Whiting Manic.
DR.

SIB

C.

DR. W. Q. SHADRACH.

Practice Limited.
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
Oculist and Atirlst for Santa Fe coast
linea Office, 313 Railroad av.
Hours 9 to 12 a. m.', 1:J0 to 6 p. m
PROFESSIONAL NUHSB.
MISS RUTH E. MILLETTE,
3wedlsh Massage, Manual Movements.
Photophorla, and Hydrlatlc Treatments, such as Vapor Baths, Salt
Glows. Fomentations, Hot and Cold to
the Spine, and Cold Mitten Friction,
given at Room 40, Burnett building,
by Miss Ruth E. Mlllette, gradual
nurse from Battle Creek Sanitarium.

tf

way.

m".

1

WANTED To exchange property
In Las Vegas for Albuquerque property. F. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
tf
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
tf
WANTED To exchange a good
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
POK HAIiP.
FOR SALE. Four lots on North
Fourth street, the only uta left opposite the park. O. W. fi'.ronx's Sons.
FOR SALE. Goods and furniture
d22
at 505 Atlantic avenue.
FOR SALE. Eighteen fat young
turkevs. Bezemek's Dairy. Automatic
d21
'phone 584.
See
FOR SALE. Sideboards, etc.
warehouse man, room 3, Grant build-

DENTISTS,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Automat 1c Phone 2 7 2 ; Colorado, 154.
V. 8.
E. J. ALGER.
Offices: Armljo block, opposite Golden Rule. Office hours: 8:30 a. m. to
12:30 p. m.; 1:30 to 6 p. m. Auto462. Appointments
d28 matic telephone
ing.
FOR SALE. Household furniture; made by mall.
jellies, pre- DR. L. E. ERVIN
also some home-mad- e
serves and canned fruits. Apply 615
Dentist.
d20
S. Edith street.
Auto Phone Ol.
three-roocan-21
!
Rooms
and 22 Barnett Bull din
FOR SALE New
vas roofed house, lots and furniture.
d24
AmRNJEY.
524 South High st.
BRYAN.
house with R. W. D. Attornev
FOR SALE.
at Law.
all modern improvements, on easy
Office in First Nattlonal Bank bolld- payments. Furnished or unfurnished.
Apply at 418 West Silver avenue, tf
AUCHJTCCTS..
seven-rooLarge
SALE
FOR
W. SPENCER,
F.
frame house arranged for one or two V. O. WALLINGFORD
families; large cellar, water in house,
Architects.
Marge barn; in Highlands at low price
of $1,600. Terms. N. Peach & Co., Rooms it and 47. Barnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
West Gold
real estate dealers, 208
'
d20
avenue.
LADIES' TAILORING.
residence on MADAME GROSS, OF NEW YORK.
FOR SALE
North Fourth St., lot 75x142, at a barI am
to spend
O.
Box 218. tf an Dear Ladies amount here
gain, if sold nt once. P.
or money to
unlimited
Five-rooSALE.
frame open as fine a custom tailoring estab
FOR
house, thlrty-ái- x
foot lot; $900. A big lishment as you will find west of New
M., Morning Journal.
bnrguln.
York. Call and placo your order beI
r 17 f I Tlíim.'
U
ti-- l
Ara won fore the rush.
Satisfaction guaran.
interested In mines. I have some said teed.
to be good deals. Talk with me, T
Railroad avenue; over Ilfcld's,
L. McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway
tf
Room 26.
FOR SALE. Chicken ranch In
Highlands; eighty fruit trees; one
hundred gooseberry bushes; own water works; at bargain if sold soon.
H. B. GILCHRIST
J4
1006 South Edith.
FOR SALE I have some good values in residence property. See me beRial Estafa and Insuranca
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 800
tf
Money to Loan
South Broadway.
FOR SALE. FOR SALE.
brick house, new with 8 lots, $2.100.
215 WEST RAILROAD AVE
Rankin & Co., room 10 Armljo bldg. tf
KOK HF!T
tent,
FOR RENT. Three-rooApply at 218 Wct Gold ave.
FOR RENT. Two rooms for light
Apply mornings, 218 Real
housekeeping.
and Loans,
'
tf
West Iad avenue.
Insurance,
Fire
FOR RENT. Three-- ; oom furnishBonds.
ed house at 317 Pacific avenue. Ap
ply 116 Wo9t Coal avenue.
tf
212'2 South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phono 328.
FOR RENT.-room- s. Two sunny unfur
FOU SAI JO.
606 South Walter
niched
brick cottage, bath,
d20 $2,600
street.
electric lights, barn, corner lot, OOx
FOR RENT. Two rooms fdrnlshed
142; N. Second street.
for housekeeping. Inquire at Dun-hsr'- s. $1,150
frame cottage, N. 1st
d21
224 W. Gold avenue.
St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
$f.00 cash, balance on time.
house at
FOR RENT.
Apply morn $2.600
frame dwell606 South Broadway.
ing,
ings, 218 West Iead avenue.
tf
bath, trees, windmill; S. Edith
street.
FOR RENT. Two rooms furnished $1,300
frame, new, barn,
for light housekeeping, with bath.
shade trees, city water, high locamornings, 10 to 12 o'clock, 223
tion.
tf $2,000
North 4th street.
frame cottage, bath,
rooms
RENT. Furnished
etc.; S. Arno street.
roll
with board, In finest location in the $1,100
frame cottage, bath,
ciiv; large yird, wide porches, every-- I
.electric lights, close in.
thing up to date. 4 22 North 6th st. 31 $6,000
4 double houses, close In, InNT
come $80 per month; a good InvestFOR-REFurnished rooms by
day or week, outside entrance. Prl-- I ment. Half cash, balance on time at
i per cent.
vate family. 115 West Iron ave.,
third block south of depot.
d22 Some good business properties for
ralo. .
Vnl ltK.VT Furnished rooms with $1,600
New
frame cottage,
board In a private family. 602 South
well built, near shops; easy pay(121
Second si.
ments.
FOR REl.'T Southwest room in $3,300
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house,
modern house with board. 124 South
on
Highlands.
Edith st.
tf
$2,600
frame, bnth, electric
FOR RENT One six, one
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 7Gxl42.
house, new, 1105 and 1107 South 4th
Fourth ward.
st., furnished or unfurnished; will be
frame cottage, elegant
ready by the 16th. 116 West Coal, tf $3,500
residence. West Tlieras ave.
FOR" RENT. Furnished
front $1.300
frame, near shops.
room; board if desired. 208 North $1,200
frame cottage; new;
mo.
tf
North Eighth St.; easy terms.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with $3.000
modern
bsth, 516 North Second street.
nlO
brick dwelling; bath; gas; elct-trllights;
barn.
FOR RENT. Rooms furnished for
brick cottage; modern
light housekeeping.
Ideal place for $3,300
well built; large cellar; good barn;
health seekers. 130J Fnlverslty Hill.
trees and lawn; fine location. West
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
Tijeras road.
View Terrace, eight rooms each, mod- $2,700
frame dwelling with
ern equipment throughout. H. H.
modern conveniences; well built. S.
Arno
, .
st.
room 19 Grant Block.
tf
$2,300
frame cottage; modBAKKKIKK
ern conveniences, trees and shrubBREAD, PIES AND CAKES DE- bery, corner lot, 60x142.
I
g
llvered to any part of the city,
$1,000
frame cottage; trees
specialty;
satisfaction
rakes a
aim snruhbery; nesr shops.
jv.
Baumg. pioneer Mnncv to Ioan on fiood itenl Itnus
guarsnieeo. s.
Bakery, 207 South First street
at Low Hate of Interest. I .

t.
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hew driving club
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heat to take off
the chill when there is most need.
Hurtling a few cents worth of gas will
rtc
It. Heat In a moment; 110 niu. no
fuss. ;:; (as Heaters come in ail sl.c s

)

Christmas Neckwear
For Women

Wagons and ether Chattels; also OS
receipts, as
salaries and
low as $10.0 and as high as t00.lt.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
One month to on
private.
Time:
year giren. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Cali and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets t and from all
parts of the world.
THBJ HOUSEHOLD LOAN
I and 4. Grant Bide.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
05 West Raj road Aveno.
$4,000 TO LOAN on good real estate,
at 8 per cent. P. O. Bos 218.

d20

m

-

-is

Journal

Do not delay your purchases .until the last moment. Conic
today, take your time and get the advantage of a good selection
before the assortment is broken, and avoid the crowd.
Choice Novelties in:

Fancy Pin Cushions Rare designs in various shapes, the
newest creations, priced from ioc to $1.00.
Fancy Tea Aprons Specially new novelties in this line of
dainty wearables, we show them for 50c to $1.50.
Toilet Sets Handsomely boxed, something that every woman requires for her dressing table. We show a great line,
ranging from $1.50 to $10.00.
Plaid Silks The very newest plaids in waist lengths of
five yards. As plaids are very stylish a women would surely
appreciate this kind of a gift. At $5.00 each.
Comb and Brush Sets Sterling, French Gold and Ebony
goods, nicely designed, new this season, priced at $1.75 to $5.00
Women's Boxed Gloves Mercerized Cotton Fancy Gloves,
put up in pretty Imxes. a beautiful present, worth 85c, for 60c.
Collar and Cuff Boxes For the men. This kind of a gift
is appreciated by any man. We show some very new designs
for $r.ob and up to $5.00.
Silk Shards Genuine imjxirted Silk Shawls, in all colors,
in large and small sizes. This kind of an article every woman
can use to good advantage. They're priced from $1.50 to $8.50.

MoneyPianos,
toOrgans,
Loan
Horse.
Furniture,

On

WANTED. Girl for
housewo.'k.
315 South Third street.
tf
WANTED. La we and small grain
sacks; pay cash; will call. Clarkvllle
Produce Co., grain and feed. 02 S.
First.
d24
WANTED Position by young man,
first class double-entr- y
bookkeeper.
Six years' experience. At present secretary and bookkeeper for two cotton
mills and trust company. Wishes to
move to New Mexico. Best of reference as to morals and efficiency. Address U A. Tatum, Dillon, South Carolina.
WANTED. Bran and oat sacks,
large size. Must be clean and free
from holes. E. W. Fee. Best hay,
grain and feed; 620 S. Second street.
Both 'phones
tf
WANTED Ladies and gentlemen to
call and see our fancy goods at reduced prices. 110 West Gold ave.
d20
WANTED. Address of members of
Church of Christ. Pleasj address H..

DECEMBER

4' 5

7.80.

cows, $2. 00 if 3.25; native cows and heifers, $2.0011.4.80;
$2.50
and feeders.
stackers
;
bulls,
calves. $3.75 íí
184;,i 5.25; western steers, $3.25 !p 5.25; wes86
tern cows, $2.25 reí 3.50.
103
market,
Sheep receipts.. 4.000;
223
steady. Lambs. $5.75(Fr7.50; fed range
5 4',i
wethers, $3.5511 6.60; fed ewes, 4.50 (fi
ns'.í 5.40.

........

SL

STORE OPEN EVENINGS THIS WEEK,

'

at 44'i4414ie to

Atchison
(lo i referred . . .
New Jer.-e-Central
Chesapeake & Ohio
St. Paul, preferí id
Big Four
104 U
fhork.
,
28
Colorado & Southern
Boston Wool Mtrket.
The valise was full of Shredded
67
do llrst preferred
Boston, Dee. 19. The wool market
Wheat lilseult.
,
4 6 74
do recond preferred
Is only moderately active with prices1
The officers of the law looked at! Erie
4 91
firm. The demand has been chiefly for
each other. If Stewart stole the! Manhattan
163
fleeces and Australians, but California
Shredded Wheat Ftiscult called forj Metropolitan
120" and Texas wools have been selling
In
convenlenee
the reslaurilnts "baled Missouri Pacific
102
with more or less freedom. Territory
hay" here Is a most versatile porch New York Cenital
147
wools are quiet with offerings small.
climber. For the sneak thief who has Pennsylvania
140
St. Louis Wool.
been terrorizing the city has stolen St. I.ouh & San Francisco, secSt. Louis, Dec. 19. Wool stuady,
4 6
everything from chests of tools to gold
ond preferred
unchanged.
r,!iRi,
watches and silver tea sets and why Southern Pacific
s
98 ',a
he should swipe Shredded Wheat
I'lilon Pacific
Is a mystery, unless he Is u klep37
t'nited States Steel
THE
do preferred
104M.
tomaniac. Another theory Is that he
93
stole the biscuit breakfast food from Western I'nlon
Fulled States Ponds
motiven of phllunthrapy
to prciciit
Avenue.
07 Weot
102some poor
customer from eating Refunding 2's, registered
Both PIiodmb.
Vr we Nujbt
coupon
do
103H
them. The valise was full of the "bal3"s.
102
funding
Iti
registered
ed hay." enough to keep an ordinary
l!uy a Victor talking machine of
103 i Lcnrnard & Llndemann.
do coupon
tf
man in working trim for several day.
102Where he got them Is a mystery. A iM 4's. registereel
SVlt-II'
S
COMIWM)
F.l'í
WIYITl
103
do coupon
man who lives in a rooming house on
IS TIIK ltl'.ST
130
South Third street, who for various New I s. registered
AT
OX I, Y
f)li.ll ICF.MI'.DY.
125 la
do coupon
reasons does not wish his name to be:
clül
i'I'K S. I'ltlC F. 50C.
itl
made public, thinks that In Stewart
The, .Mclals.
The M. Mandell clothing store will
he his Identilled a man who almos,
New York, fiec. 19.
Copper was be open each evening the coming
got awuy with his hest Sunday pants,
who desire to dq their
closing at 7 10s week, for those
or to speuk more elegantly trousers! higher
shopping.
the other night. The man In quis-tlo- n for spot and 78 17s 6d for futures. Christmas
was awakened by a stranger In Tlv' local situation was unchanged, no
Imix of Scliutt's ('licx-olatTry
the rooiu. As she Intruder was appar-- , Supplies of consequence being avalla- - ('reams, and you will iim- - no oilier. 2 4
ently headed toward the closet the
Inmate of the room figured that he
would let
in the closet anil
then slam thy door and lock him In.
The thief ''however, got wise and
grahbji'g tn( roomer's nether
SOMF-TIIINTHAT YOf CAN HAVE FOR YKAIIS TO COME.
t.
made a break for the tall
Easy Chairs and Kockers
The would-b- e
door slammer
made a hap out of bed clothed In his
Useful and Fancy Dishes
customary nocturnal attire and then
Music Cabinets
ensued a foot race which would put
J'l'cs.slng Tables
an
track meet away
Center Tables
In the shade. Tin- - pursuit, however,
( 'ouches
got too hot. the burglar dropped the
Hook Cases
pants and the i; which the pockets
oot lined and made his
The roomer recovered his pants and
Huffets
retraced his shivering steps t'i resume
Ladle s Desks
his Interrupted slumbers.
Lamps
Library Tables
Screens
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Patau Kockers
M irrors
High Chairs
Forecast :
W. chin;,"'. 11. Fee. !l.
New M. Xli n
M'csscrs
I
Ine.-di-v
111
Amziii.i:
and
Fair
Toy Furniture
Tlnir-- ' ' iv.
OPEN EVENINCS FNTIL AFTEI1
WagcuiM
CHIMSTMAS. COME EARLY.
Toy Carts
!'. W liin'ley s down from Sania
I,
0,1
iiiin"
ri.X-- .
Rugs, Ijice Curtains.
A big sale on
.Ninnr I O
Porter. ol Colorado
Comforts,
Draperies,
I'ed Linen.
p I n iif is In tlo- city.
lllankets and Pillows until January 1.
,it;v
S. .1 MeCurthv firrlvcd in the city
vi'-,
W'..'
t:
1
jTir
last night, from Daltilli. .Minn
K.
A.
lioi.lller. of Pataje, a well
known liiiKiiic ss man of that village. k
In the i'i y for a few days.
!eorge 11. O'Prlen, of the iiraiit
Brothers Couhtt uc tiou company, Is In
tin- i lly from h'prls.
He will leave in
few days for Pueblo, where he wili
visit friends during the holiclas.
II. W. Kelly, of the dross Kelly com
puny, if
Vegas, was In the city
last night on his way from Ijis Vegas to I,os Angeles, where he will
upend the holidas with tils family.
Oem-fiWilson, a well known coast
Une conductor, left the city last night
for SI. Fouls. Mo., In response to a
telegram unnoumlng the serious
of his father, W. L. Wilson, lie
Gor.Gopper&Second
expect to be away for a mouth.
William SIihw has sold out his bil
liard and pool parlor 011 Railroad
to K. C. Clark, of Pueblo, Colo.
Mr. Clurk Is a bright young business
man and whs formerly In the tli ket
brokerage business In Pueblo. Mr.
return to Trinidad, Cob'.,
Shaw v
where lie has Interests.
Ij.ct evening at the Colombo hall,
the Fodrlguei Spanish opera lomvany
"'Malina," to a well filled
I resented
houne. Tat music and singing is
Opi'clally In the morning and evening
good and the company hai
when the sun lias no effect on
lieen enjoying a Tulr patronage. Tothe atmosphere. That means
a few hoi.rs of discomnight 'Chin Chun Chan" will lie profort to the mortal
duced.
Unprepared

hlmft

--

Ae.

1

I

The police after some clever work
located a grip of Stewarts that
was supposed to contain some valuable clue which would shed light on
the numerous robberies which have
wet Albuquerque housekeepers to locking their doors and windows of late.
Tho grip was carefully handled, as It
was feared If might perhaps contain
un infernal machine or perchance be
full of diamond, which might scatter
If ft was opened carelessly. With two
or three policemen assembled around
it, the mysterious piece of luggage
was formally opened with all due'
care. The officers of the law who
peeped curiously and half apprehen-- j
lively Into Its Interior had a severe'

'Railroad

export
Dec. 19. Hevlved
demand for Americ an wheat mused
strength in the wheat market here to- -;
day. the M iv option closing w ith a
gain of l'ií ',e. May opened at 8 7 V
to 87 V. 1 h" highest point of Use
The marday was reached at
ket closed strong, final quotations be-- !
Chicajrn,

liu at

ttjjKOUAAL fKOPh.lt I X UUANK.

.

'

Qi

lili-ag-

e.

WANTKD.

once, two plumbers.
t
Sttndnrd Plumbing nnd Heating Co. tf
WANTED At once tirst class salesman; must speak Spanish. Weiller &
Benjamin.
tf
WANTED. Experienced seamstress
desires sewing in families; plain sewing taken home. Address, Mrs. Emma
Stevens, 802 E. Railroad lveime.
d21
WANTED.
Position
for general
60."
housework.
Mattie JN?ksnn,
Colo, il
Roma avenue. 'Phone
In
private
WANTED. Position
family for general housework. Apply
WA.TED.---A-

J.5

;

II. J. Stewart, who wan yesterday
sentenced to ten days on the chain
Rung, Is suspected of being the Hiicak
thief who has been operating largely
In Albuquerque of late. If he Is the
guilty party he Is one of the mos; versatile thieves that has ever filed the
Jimmy and the bull's-ey- e
in
Albu-queru-

17j

Spelter advanced about ten points to
w hile
i 8. C.I In the local market,
the price rcmiimd unchanged at 28
12s 6d iii London.
S

3$

ALL CLASSIFIED AI TERTISOIENTS

6d In
the Ixmdon market. Locally lead Was
quiet and unchanged at $5. 351 8.10.
2s 6d lower at

20, 1905.

WYcdiicla,v.

1 a CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
PAYABLE IV ADVANCE

Tht Stort of Qualtly- -

íc
advanced to
This office is minus a hired hand; at the too.
May oats opened at 31 c to 32c. adand the snow storm has frightened!
to 32 e and dosed at 32 c!
vanced
'the devil away, henee the lateness In
getting out. Printers out of an occu-- j
Livestock.
Chicago. Dec. 19. Cnttle rec eipts.
patlou me not to be gathered ' from'
iplnon tree down here any more than, fi.fiOO; market, steady. Common to
$2. ST.
the bloom of Innocence arid youth Isj primo stoors. $ 3.00 if 6.7.rifi : rows, bulls,
$2.00 5.00;
to be found mantling th cheek of an f 4 . 4 0 : heifers.
Insurance magnate. White Oaks Out- $2.onri 4.00; Htockers and feeders,
2.1ii('4.2.".; calves, $ 2.T.0 n 8.00.
look.
18.000;
market,;
Sheep receipts.
1'ie and 25e lower. Sheep, $4.00 fit.
r..7ú: yearlings, $6.00 riv 7.00; lamlis.
E
i

FOOD

18.62;.
lead was
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their worth becomes known, and the
On my appointment by you. and complaint refusing to prosecute.
fact that the men now mustered in are
By Private George Elklns One
the members had been selected.
after
CAPTAIN FU
all hardened to their work they can
to your direction, as proviil- - rest for forgery.
be looked forward to make the name
Huber
Meyers
and
By
creation,
Privates
the
of
act
said
under
ed
of a Territorial Mounted Police" a
shooting
at
Fernandez,
Miguel
ano
One
men were assembled in Santa Ia
terror in any bad man's country.
administered the oath of office, and woman.
FOR DECEMBER
It will be only a question of time
By Private C. R. Huber One arrest
equipment having been provided them
and return of Casimiro Chacon, escap-fn- i. when the Mounted Rangers of Texas
they were in a very short time ivadv
.
ei1 convict.
l.tttlp
tlvA
Arrest of one Jose Cano, and Arixona will work hand in hand
nervino
was done for the first two or three Ihorse stealing and murder. Arrest ofwItn tnose or .ew Mexico, aiier me
become
months, owing to lack cf menus of Jone Donaciano Quesvel at Taos, byslster state and territory
1,1
aware of the fact that we are willing
transportation, and the me ntare not 'order of the governor.
. ...e v t a..- with
i
v.,
nf to accommodate and
o D.iv.t
.i
ajj
uvgm.iiii.
i""11 i. n tvAnt Arrout twoithem.
veins
and I predict that In a very
. luurvugiiiyt ft,m
tenllnir. Arrest of
HnovDi- - q a Ann fnr m
herelnbelow given, you can note from for cattle stealing; these were caught ,snort time caiue sieanng ana sum
and In the act of killing similar crimes, as well as those of TALENTED MUSICIANS TO
the arrests detailed Just about what
fight ensued, there 'greater magnitude, will be reduced to
running
beef;
a
done.
been
has
Submits First Annual Report
thieves; upwards of a much lower degree than It is even
of
five
being
the
APPEAR IN AID OF POOR
Reporting Whereabouts.
'at present and no corner of Xew Mex- twenty-flv- e
being fired.
shots
kept
distributed
men
have been
The
By Lieutenant Baca and Sergeant ico can be commented upon as being
In the various parts of the territory,
to the Governor.
of two for kidnaping. the favored resort from elimináis who Ow ing to the exceptional opportunity
Lewis
where I have found that they could do afterwardArrest
may congregate from all parts of the
discharged.
the most good. They are now, and
union, or be crowded out of Texas! to secure high class artists. It Is prob
necessary
to
detail
becomes
often
It
have been for some time past, kept one or more of
able that the committee of the Asso
on spe- and Arisona.
mombers
the
extremely busy, and the results will
expenses
organisation,
which
of
ACCUSES COUNTY SHERIFF
The
elated Charities will advance the dato
case
which
In
work.
detective
speak for themselves. I have received cial
of the concert to be given by Mr. R.
is spent with apparently no include the cost of uniforms,
time
much
terparts
of the
office
printing,
arms,
stationery,
W. Hadden. in the aid of the work oí
OF BEING BOUGHT OFF letters from different
Is
at
as the distance covered
ritory commenting on the benefit that
Aug'penses,
day
up
to
1st
of
the
etc..
the association, to a day before the
movements of the
great,
has, even in this short time, resulted men Becret, butthethe results obtalned usi nave amounu-- 10 i,oi o wnun new year. Arrangements had been
to the different communities wherein
payment of salaries made to have this concert sometime
IV
Stolen property aiDV 1111.1V.VÍ.
Head of the Horse Guards Says Or any of the members may have been are very gratifying.
of the members.
late in January but an opportunity
many
Instances.
in
recovered
been
has
stationed. Cattle and horse thieving
ex- has now presented Itself to secure the
these
statement
of
An
Itemized
General Remarks.
ganization Has Caused Big Fallis now less than previously; criminals
penses is as follows:
March. 190S, assistance of Miss Ida Ashurst BremIn one or two cases conllict with $54; April, 1905, $1.014.60; .May, 1905. en, of New York, a talented plañíste,
have been apprehended; many, as fai
in
noted;
Off
Rustling.
ing
as I can ascertain, have left or are county peace officers has been
July, who is Just now the guest of Mrs.
$1.494.95: June, 1905, $993.94:
leaving the territory through fear of for instance, In one of the weekly re 1903. $2,000.75; total. $4,664.30.
John Borradaile, and also the services
capture; fugitives have been caught, ports a member makes the statement
have been other arrests of a friend of Miss Bremen. Mrs. K.
That
there
captures by several or the mem- Fleming L'Kngle, a singer of interna
Captain John F. Fullerton, of the held and returned, and, while there Is to the effect that ho spent several
two; or
bers, I know to be a fact, but as I tional reputation, just now visiting in
New Mexico mounted police has sub- - still much to be done, it is practically days Investigating a cast wherein
meat
with
were
ever
me
Individuals
arrested
men
previously said, they are at such great Arizona.
mltted his first annual report to the tmpossioie 10 nave
governor. The report Is a most ex- where where they are needed, for the In their possession and it Is supposed distances from communication
that Mr. Hadden is already well known
considthey have not as yet been able to in Alhiiriucrnuc musical circles, where
haustive one and shows that In the force Is not sufficient at this time for that the arrested parties, for a
eration of $20 each paid to tho sheriff make a report to headquarters.
his decided talent has won him friends
first year of its existence the New tho area they are required to cover.
Every member of the force is re of the county, were released from cusRespectfully submitted.
and admirers, lie Is a finished vioMexico ranger force has done yeomnn
at tody. There were witnesses to the
CAPTAIN.
linist and his work will be a treat to
service for the preservation of law quired to send in to headquarters
a report, from transaction.
Albuquerque music lovers.
'cw Mexico Mounted Police.
and order through the territory. The the end of each week,
himself, stating the day of the month,
The men are kept constantly on the;
report Is as follows:
Miss Bremen is a pupil of the fabud
traveling or ride, and are covering the known
Another Auction.
mous Macdowell and Is well known In
Hon. M. A. Otero, Governor of New where he was, whether
stationed, and what occurred, whether portions of tho territory, as fast as
20,
Wednesday, December
1:0 New York where her recitals In the
Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.:
,
.... Uob-- j
.
etc. THIs has been time and distance will permit. The snai
1.1.... vi fna.
p. ai
Waldorf Astoria have won her high
iv.Mucuve
Sir: In compliance with your re- arrests were made,
uie
extent; how- greater part of their work has been ert Appleton. 205 South Edith street, praise
cent request for a report on the condi- complied with to a great
the fact often remains, that the along the line of apprehending cattl I will sell the entire furniture of her
Mr. Joseph A. Blondín is to well
tion and doings of the territorial ever,
the handsomely furnished
house. known in musical circles
direction
nxpn are days away from a postofflce, thieves, and In this
In
New
orsince
force,
police
their
mounted
In
part
kitchen
even
of
It
Goods
therethe
consist
and
moral effect and Influence of
He
Mexico to need any lutroductlon.
ganization, I herewith respectfully beg railroad or telegraph,
range,
refrigerator,
large
Jarge
utensils,
fore becomes impossible for them at presence of mounted police has been
din- has consented to take part In the conto submit the following:
glassware
oak
cabinet,
dishes,
to forward
their reports keenly felt.
times
ing room table, leather seated dining cert for charity and in addition to a
Creation and Organization.
Of the original members appointed, chairs, 3 good carpets, brussels and solo with tho "cello, will appear in trio
By an act of the 36th legislative promptly.
two William Taylor and Francisco axminster, folding davenport, library with Miss Bremen and Mr. Hadden.
Statement of Arrests. ,
assembly, there was created a comqualify, owing to table, rockers, heaters, lace curtains. One of the chief numbers of the propany of mounted police to consist of
There has been reported by the va Apodaca failed tomotives,
and one $125 walnut bedroom suite. Iron and gram will be the F Major Sonata of
personal
various
present
up
to
the
members,
serone
rious
one captain, one lieutenant,
resigned on brass beds, pictures, springs and matGeorge
Elklns
other
following
arrests:
geant and eight privates, whose duties time, the
chiffonier, in favt everything re- Grelg. for violin and piano, by Miss
July 1st. This has served to a cer tress,
house. Bremen and Mr. Hadden.
In a nicely appointed
Bv Private
Herbert McGrath
quired
'
have been to apprehend criminals if
extent to retard the movements See the goods Tuesday before sale.
arrangements
of
The committee
all kinds and fugitives from Justlc?, Charged with aiding and abetting un tain final effectiveness
force.
of
the
KNIGHT,
S.
and
Auctioneer.
II.
d30
have practically decided to give the
and to In general, keep careful watch lawful entry of Chinamen Into the All vacancies have, however, since
28
over the peace and welfare of the ter- United States: C. A. Wise, A. N
A rln Mr
will ho eiven it I. O. O. F, concert on the night of December
of C,
run details will he made public
v- -: and
Immediately Howell, W. It. Aiken and J. Goddard. been filled by the appointment
. ... .
.
ivpi
ritory of New Mexico.
U..1I k,. ik
nf
in.
tin.
tuimui
"
Huber, L. E. Aveni anu nooeri u.
.
. . Iw,.., ,h
is
.! nf tho
- week.
- - There
after the passage of this act. sti;s Arrest of one Miguel Herrera. Arrest R.
body cordially invited to uwenu. au-- "
great Interest In the concert and It
of one Charles Durword, house break- Putman.
were taken looking toward organm-i-tlo50c.
gentlemen
free;
mlMlori.
ladies
Hani Work.
promises to be something of a socler.
and careful selections were mads ing. Arrest of one Dean Lamb, horse
'
The duties of mounted police are
( event.
in securing trustworthy, brave, actlv-- j stealing. Arrest of one Fred B.
supply
ample
an
be
will
There
cattle stealing. Arrest of one hard and only men of staying qualities turkeys and all other cuts of meul
and energetic men to do the actual
the
This evening tit tho Casino
up town of can withstand the hardships Imposed
Lod Littleton, shooting
work.
dinner n t Hie Girls'
at for your Christmas
Basket Ball lea-- o the ITnp.er-Mton them, as they are required
The roster of the company as orga- Hachlta. Arrest of one Francisco
207 W'jst .:iJ avenue.
Market,
Union
night,
play the InUia'i school team.
will
all
practically
to
ride
times
attempted murder.
nized was as follows:
AdmisKion, 35 cen.i.
By Private W. E. Dudley Arrest of sleep In the open whenever opportuCaptain, John F. Fullertoir lieutenoffering
are
&
Llndemann
Learnard
ant, Cipriano Baca; sergeant, It. W. one Sam Ballard, larceny of stock. Ar- nity offers, and always "to keep their special inducements to piano buyers
i
4.
J. OW1II1VI uno irnii.'i ..i.-tf
Lewis; privates, George Elkin.i. Julius rest of one L. Shyllsky, Insanity. Ar- life In their hands."
now.
on and horseshoeing Khip to the large
Assuming these difficulties to be at
Meyers, J. J. Brophy. W. 11 Dudley, rest of one Hudson, alias Smith, for
.hree
219 Copper avenue
for they will
All kinds or mils Hi Stlmtl's, tuwiiri butldin.r.
Herbert McGrath, Octaviano I" re.i. rape, fugitive from Kansas. One ar a minimum at present,
d24
his old st ini.
wtst
of
doors
d24
very
as
materially
certainly
postónico.
of
north
increase
making
party
county;
door
rest In Lincoln
Francisco Apodaca, William Taylor
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cost $140 in
mAftJ that
IJiarnOuOL
a jewelry store can
for $100 00. A Watch that a jeweler
would sell for $25.00 is marked in our
at $12.00. There! ore, buy your

SET

nanus

Presents from us.
,
city on display In our window.
ROSENFIELD. The Pawnbroker.

IflEIIMIGHIl

-

Largest line of Indian Bracelets in the

OulstnL

hov.-evpr-

L

The Han Yoa Can Trust

Albuquerque. N..M.
118 Railroad Avenue, next door to the St. Klmo.
Tiniimn.1 Tickets boucht and sold transactions guaranteed

red-hand-

0BBBBBBH3 13

HOLIDAY GO

8
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mm
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Ma-lon- e,

We beg to call the attention of the families
of Albuquerque to the most complete
stock of "wet goods" to be found in the
Southwest. J We carry the finest of Ports
and Sherries, both domestic and imported;
Clarets, Zinfundels, Burgundies, and all
the finest and most popular brands of
Whiskies, such as Old Crow, Hermitage,
GuckenheimerRye, Green River, Hunter's
Rye and Wilson, both in bottles and bulk.
We are also sole agents for the celebrated
Blue Ribbon Beer. J Telephone us your
Goods delivered free of charge
orders.
to any part of the city.
...

.

Open evening this week till 9 p. m.

(8

ft

Stern, Schloss & Co.

y

--

(t

Automatic Phone

177

111
1
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R
ft
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313-31- 5
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West Railroad Ave
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I Mail Orders promptly and
carefully attended to.
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.
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FOR
TO BUY
EASyMADE

JVoVeí1ics in Fine
Leather

oooo

c

:

-

M lyjr
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Tipes and
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Ciar

Holders

OOOO

In Imported (double stamp) Cigars we have the leading brands, such as La Carolina,
Manuel Garcia, Henry Clay, Villar y Villar, Bock's, etc., etc.

$

t
t
s

.......

in boxes of
Key West Clear Havana Cigars in a vast variety of shapes and. sizes; packed
. , i
4
t
2, 25, 50 and 00. In our line you'll find the following well and tavorably known brands

CIGAR CASES
LEATHER AND RUBBER
TOBACCO TOUCHES

M. Stachelberg & Co.'s La Fama Universal

SMOKERS' SETS
PLAYING CARDS
ETC.. ETC., ETC.

E. Regensburg & Co.'s American
Y. Pendas & Alvarez' La Belle Supreme
S. I. Davis & Co.'s El Sidelo

AN INVESTIGATION WILL
PROVE A REVELATION
TO YOU. LET US
CONVINCE YOU.

Domestic

Cigars

10-ce- nt

GENERAL ARTHUR, in

5

Our line comprises over fifty brands.

sizes.

FLOR DE ROTHENBERG,

o
o

&

CO.'S HARVARD, in

a profusion

3

sizes.

LA INTERNACIONAL (Mexican)
in 3 sizes, and a Good Many Others.

of brands

We mention

OWLS, ARTIIURETTES,

LA AZORA, in 3 sizes.

Fancy SmoKJn Tobaccos in

AT RIGHT PRICES.
LOOK OVER. OUR LINE.

onlv a few, such as

in 5 size.

CI IAS, CARROL, in 2 sizes.

II. TAISER

ECESr
IN STRAIGHT AND CROOKED
'SHAPES; AT SMALL PRICES
AND BIG PRICES, BUT ALWAYS
MOUTH-P- I

Cigars

Fivo-co- nt

PIPPINS. PRIME FACTORS,
ULTIMOS,

i

PORTUONDOS,

LITTLE AMERICANS, LITTLE
ROTHENBERGS, COIN BONDS, Etc.

1

o
o
o
o
o

cía
Roíeeinbeirg
loss
The
D. S. Rosen. waJd, Secretary and Manager

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

'

IN EVERY KIND CONCEIVABLE.
IN GENUINE MEERSCHAUM
AND BRIAR, WITH AMBER
MOUTH-PIECES- ,
HORN MOUTHPIECES AND RUBBER

Cigarettes and Little CÍars
of cdery description

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

(Co Io
o
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REAL ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONE 4.
at Tucson HOVEY
uOUD REAL
ESTATE SECURITY

Entered as second-clus- s
matter at the pontofflce at Albuquerque, N. M.,
Rodey told the meeting
under act of congress of March S. 187.
that Arisona was trying "cry baby UnTHE MORNING JOURNAL IS THE LEADING RKITBLICAN PAPER ties." And he made It, stick.
OP NEW MEXICO. SUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OF TTIE REPUBLIThe Isle of Pines ought to ir ve a
CAN PARTY ALL THE TIRE AND THE METHODS OP THE REPUBLICAN
popular resort with American
li.sur-ant-

PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.

Larger circulation tluin any other
hutied crory day in th

i:ii--

r

year.

In New Mexico.

The only pnprr

Bevc-rldg-

TERMS OI' SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally.'by mall, one year in advance
Dallyby earrler, one month. ,
Dally, by mail, one month
ALBUQUERQUE .

7. . .

-

.T .

WEDNESDAY MORNING. DECEMBER 20.

new

1ns!

1950.

i

frame on Sonth
Edith street, full lot, can't be
built now for the price; $1,800.
Both must go liefore January
first. .Easy terina.
Five-roo-

stable, etc.;

110

Shakespeare club has biv.i

con-

Liquor

The dispatches say that t.he authorl-Ith- s
are offering overtures la the m- y of mu-- I
tineers. Evidently the p
sic over the savage heart is p.ppreelat-- j
cd even in liuisla. Witte ought lo try
to charm Father tí apon with a

Bine Front.

117

Wt Railroad

Both riiones

Avenue.

MONEY TO LOAN
IN BUSINESS
PROPERTY ON RAI L R O A 1)
AVENUE.
RESIDENCE LOTS
EVERYWHERE.

T.IG

15ARGAIN

'

ra

L. B.

Six-roo- m

Putney

W. P. andMETCALF
rublic

Wholesale Grocer

H. DVN15AR

a

CO.

.
The statehood fight and the Doom
of tli Autocracy have bee . forsottcii Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.
Icsl to mind sunk in oliilvlou and
nul.onal won- the one
dcr Is what Alice itno.swll will wear
at the wedding, and whether she will
carry Marcchal Niels or violets.

REAL ESTATE

ON IMPROVED

lt.

three-auftrte-

'

onlv took congress 11 week i
tülkititr to sav that it was in
fiivnr of the emerirencv canal biU.
It Ftiaüis tne imagination even or a
newspaper man to think how long; it
would have taken the solons to say
they were opposed to it

CHARLES A. STILLIXOS. of Massachusetts. New York and Washington, who hns Just liet-- appointed public printer, takes the public Into his
confidence through the newspapers lo te!) of the many and ureal reforms thai
he intfnds to Introduce in the govern m nt prliitinfi off'fe, by which he is fío
itiK to do the work a ureal deal better and cheapi
than It was ever done before. Mr. StillinRS reminds us of sometlwig vy have read somewhere about It
being prudent for him that putteth on
harness to leave the boasting t'
him that putteth It off. If after as mar., years of service the young gentleman
we will he willing to print mid
can show 11s good a record is Krank
believe all the gon .iilngs he wants to say about himself. .Meanwhile It will
be more satisfactory to see the work th n to hear him tell about It.

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

Cigar

m

It
snlld

MIS.

Sets

Whisk Broom Holders and

Also

m

'

-

Auto. riiOtlo 471

HI&EAKIN

...

'

West End Viaduct

SOUTH SECOND STREET

--

six-roo- m

rs

line nulo

177

25c
50c 75c $1.00
Infant
Fancy

'

The Las Vegas News says that the
tire lying low and keying their powder dr. The trouble
with the antis is that their cartridges
are nil blank lots of noise and nj'.h-in- g
doing.

1

1'

.

Palmer's and, Wright's finest odors, put up in fancy boxes, at

Wist Gold Avt.

5-

ven
Nut Porter, aged 78, has been
a sentence by 11 Texas Jury of 1,000
years in the penitentiary fpr horse
stealing. That is what you might cull
rubbing It In.

-

i

4-

i

single-foote-

- room

riione Red
500-50- 2

brick house. Tijeras avenue;
FIRE INSURANCES
modern, fine location; 33,300.
- room house, furnished,
good locaREAL ESTATE
tion. 31150.00.
LOANS
- room brick house, corner Marquette
Fhone 451
Automatic
avenue, and North
6th atreet; ROOM 10. N. T. ARMI.IO BUILDING
13,200.
frime In one af the best
locations on Broadway at a oar
(rain: modern
.Brick house in fine loacilon. near the
railroad shops; cash or easy oay- -'
ments: a good ehnnce to buy a
nice property on the Installment
wholesales
plan.
Hotel end restaurant: one of the best
Dealers
rooms;
30
rity;
In
this
locations
the
Is a money maker; price 3800.
Amenta
nine-rooExclusive
Fine
bo.ne: modern. South Yellowstone and O. F. C.forWhlskle.
Broadwit": 14.000,
house,
Moet ft Chandon White Seal Oham
South Edith
Daa-nSt. IxhiIs A. B. C. Bohemian
atreet; fine location $1,900.
and Jos. Schlita Milwaukee Bottlod
house on North Second atreet.
Beers, and Owners and Distributers
In good repair; $1,560.
of the Alvarado Club Vhlskc.
twenty
aere
ranch.
Write for our Illustrated Catalan
Three hundred andgrafted
fruit trees. nd Fr'ce List Telephone.
hav alfalfa,
Automatic;
good bnlldinw. etc.
Seven-rooSalesrooms, 111 South 1'lrst Street.
frame, three lota N. Third
at.. $2.700.
ALB ITO V ERO) IK . - NEW MEXICO
of
Four acres of land
a mile from nostofflce. with lota of
fruit trees and house thereon.
brick house. 8. Third at.
33.000: reisonable terms.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Established 1878
Oood ranches near the cltf for aale
nt- rpnsonnhle-. nrlees.
inmirnm- . iioiisea for lient.
Bi'ntH rollecled. Taxes Paid, ami
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN
entire ehartre taken of nronertf lor
residents and
7-

form-

nection with the famous Shake Down
club whiih has existed there for sometime past.

water works system for Albuquerque."
Mr. Riffle's report is very clear, concise and comprehensive
we any
concise, because while it seems to be lengthy, It Is in reality hrlef In view of
the ground it Ivid ta cover. It gives evidence upon its face of being the work
of a man thoroughly competent to discharge the duty for which he was
gaged. The engineer states In the beginning that he takes no account of
Iranchises. water rights or other Intangible Interests of any description, but
confines himself exclusively to the actual value in dollars and cents of Unreal and tangible properly of the Water Supply company us it stands today,
lifter making what he believes to be a proper deduction for depreciation
account of age ami wear. Each item Is carefully gone over separately, with
its v.ilu in its present condition distinctly stated, and then the whole establishment Is considered and the figures given to show the cost of reproducing
the K.im-- at present prices of materials and labor.
This report was received by the council, and immediately referred to tie.cuiiiinittec with Instructions to "take up negotiations with the water com- pany." and it is to be hoped that the committee will act in the premises ok!
soon as convenient, so as to get the matter buck to the council without
delay, to have It finally disposed of in some manner. The agitation
over this question was commenced almost a year ago, und It has been
Iragg'ug along In some shape or other ever since. The people have grown
weary of It, and If the gentlei '.en of t lie council desire to do somedecidedthing that will be generally approved by l heir constituents, they will embrace
the II est opportunity to give It a permanent quietus.

Colo,

Rankin & (o.
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ed In Santa Fe, this having no

'

new; price, $2,200.

SALE.
SGxH-- ',
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.

brick on South
Fxllth street, lot 50x112, almost
Four-roo- m

lf

ESTEISD.VY'S hhuc of the Morning Journal contained the report. In
full, of Mr. A. S. Uifllp, (he expert engineer employed by the city
some time ago to 'examine, and estimate the value ot the present
water works system, and to estimate the cost of a new and udequute
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3 lots and house In Highlands, corner
Silver avenue und Edith streets;
Counterfeit one thousand dollars
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circulation.
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rr- - Thlrd RfrPnt and
$3.00
is expected to cause a panic In Albuavenue.
foal
.0
querque.
House and lot corner Coal avenue and
.5(1
Walter street.
trees, etr.,
General Alnsworth .says tint if Two acres of land with fruit
TlExTco
mile
and good buildings, one-haMioenix Is assured the capital of An"
from po3toffice, at a bargain,
ion the Great she will climb 'lito the
brick house, nearly new. modband wagon poco pronto. ,
ern Improvements, at 13,1110, on
North 4 th street.
The disastrous Rosslaiul explosion
house, Coal avenue, $2,700.
3good
mind
old
the
truism thai
calls to
room house, lot 75x182 feet. In Highlands; good location; J 1.1 50.
there will always be men who thaw
- room brick on South Arno atreet;
dynamite and rock the boat.
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has been Earned
Senator
to cuunt his joint statehood ch'.ck-e- n
"Ttie Morning Journal lias a higher cl rendition rating than Is nccnrdetl
before it is hatched. It h.is cerlo anj other paper In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The tainly been under the hen I0113
American Newspaper Directory.
enough.
Mc-l- co

TO lAtAN ON

RATES

PRE-INVENTO-

When we Bay anaps we don't
mean any old thing. Wc mean
bargains.

COLUMN

Max Riys Albuquerque Is full of Im
pudent Grafters. Max Is the exponent
of politeness in all things.

D. A. MACFIIERSON. President.
,
W. S. BURKE, Editor.
II. B. HEXING. City Editor.

In New

i! OAR'S TWO SNAPS

U

Second

-

tg&nt

for

Insurance, Notary
321 West Gold Avenue.

Real lisíale

Uitchsll Wipes

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS ORIOLE BRAND

A Guthrie' dispatch says thit there
hi!" been an epidemic of the blind
staggers In Okl ihoma of lale, which',
however, can't hold a candle to tile ep.
with which!
idenilc of the

II--

colly-wobbl-

Koine p u ts of Arizona have been af-- I
flleteiK since the statehood legislation

m

began.

jf.

' mm

r.m

m

The Times Hustler says that the
Almanac's plan for single slal"hood
;
to tour Texas in a circus tent. U in 190S, evolved from the massive
SADIE HEKNHAKIiT Is tin
brain of one Frost will be carefully1
menagerie,
get
a
few acrobats and a couple of clowns and and prayerfully laid to rett along wkn
a small
tr.aie wilt
fix the price of admission .it 1!j cents sir- might make a great hit in Texas.
Miguel's "Receptive CVrdiduv." Tin
services will be conducted by the ilev.
Houston Post.
J.niH-Graham McaNry.
c.iti-niii;-

IT IS good to hoar that "the administrad! u won't all Castro"; but we
ahould prefer to hear that tin- adinlnis'.r itlon won't aid the asphalt trust.

to say

of the Leading Issues

lli; statement has

after time through the columns of
the Morning Journal, that the principal opposition to Joint statehood
In Arizona came from the mining corporations and the railroad com- paiib-s- ,
and for reasons well known to nearly everybody in this I'111
of the country.
is usually denied by the corporation
Of course, this rhai
paper
organs, because It doesn't "sound well." but there is one
In our neighboring,
ritory, which Is inure honest than discreet, tind whlcii
We
not orrly ailmlts the statement to be tr.ie. hut "gives the reason for It,
copy as follows from the Phoenix Enterprise:
"It Is encouraging t' ee all the rallromlH anil big mining companies in
The Enterprise warned
AiUmy fighting against the Joint statehood bill.
want to be subjected
not
ago
If
they
did
the people several months
that
to New Mexico legislation, w herein th-- lr
taxes would be raised 1000 per cent,
they had better move In the mutter, but Wnlti r Douglas und his people were
loo husy trying to remove Governor Kibbey und lighting to prevent paying
Ihelr Junt taxes to give heed to this unimportant matter, but now that the
woods are being shelled tind the enemy are advancing, these men are shriekWell, there Is one thing certain that If New Mexico
ing about injustice."
and Arizona are Joined, the producing mines of Arizona will go on the tax roll
for at least $100.000.000, and the railroads will be raised In proportion. Now
If these corporations can stand this, the people surely can. Ho It Is up to them
and WORK."
to get Into the b.u
That staum h and fearless Arizona advócate of statehood, the Nogalej
Oasis, which has made Itself such thorn In the Hide of the corporation and
all their organs, comments un follows upon the foregoing utterances:
The
"The Enterprise hit the nail on the head. That Is the real Issue,
Enterprise has stated It. That Is why the Oasis has stood for Joint statehood. It w ishes to have Arizona have the help of the people of New Mexico
in the necessary mirk of raising the assessments of the great railway and
miiiinf companies to llgures where th-- y should hi not quite I Win per cent
above 'fireacnt asscsMiietit, but pretty well up toward that llgure. That would
be Justice.
"boes the Enterprise stand against Jointure because It Is standing In
with tic railway and mining companies to help them continue In the work of
evading Just taxation?
"The Enterprise .!s that "If Arizona ami New Mexico are Joined the
prodnjW min-- s of Arlaonn will go on the tax rolls for at least $100,000,0e0.
of course they will. And
and the railroads will be raised In proportion."
believe
Enterprise
that they should not
the
Does
they should bo raised.
The Oasis believes In th ralles forshadowed by tlu
stand auch raises?
Enterprise, and In Joint statehood It tees the only hope for aroinp!lshliig
these needed results."
The Phoenix paper puts the word work In capital letters, to show thit
It means not only physical effort, but also that other kind of "work." which
the corporations have the credit of knowing how to do In the most artlsl'c
manner. And the latest reporta from Washington bring the Information th;.l
they have already acted upon that advice, and have gone Into camp around
the capítol fully prepared to "work" o cording to the most approved method
correspondent of the Chicago Keeorrt-HemlAnd, according to a
enough of this work has already ahown Itself lo cause a general
auspicien that a acandal of magnificent proportions Is Incubutlng, and will
soon t ready to hatch. This may come on the eastern public aa something Of
a aurrl- lh people out In thle auction, who are familiar with the
tnannif in which Ihe mining companies have used the legislature of Arljionn,
In aeefriiig exemption from proper taxation, and other friendly turna, It will
Its regéf
rnUcr t' courao. ,

Miguel's InnuriK"
Mexican of the I lib con-- ,
tains 111 article entitled "Thivcrnor
Report." This should,
be an Interesting report, providing the
all the Inner workings
inventor
( his official acts.
The people are
nlretdy fairly acquainted with exUti- lor conditions. uapnan .ewe.

been made, tin

,

Where It Conies I'roin.
statement
the
HaKarding
the
Oasis opines thit those eastern Jour
nals now so freely quoted in Arizona
as opposing Jointure for Arizona audi
New Mexico, are also opposing the
beneficial legislation proposed by the
president to meet glaring abuses In
transportation rates. The source of
Inspiration in both cases is dnubt'isc
the Binie,

Jusi to Be "Out of Joint."

As was, or might have been expect-- 1
ed, the president's message to the con-- j

The Genuine Article Direct From Vermont
Sold only by

THE STANDARD

grcKK didn't suit nor please the null-administration newspapers and many
democratic Journals. We suggest that
In case Mr. Hoosevelt writes another
message that he let the howlers do
II and Mr. Roosevelt do the cridcWi.ig.
If so then, as In this case. Mr. Roose-- I
veil would be the star of IntereM. Ymi
can safely bet on It thut the souice'
of critlcbm on the president's message
Is also the source of socialism. Ami-- !
socialists, niur-- (
adininislradonists,
hlsts and n big chunk of the
latter-da- y
saints of democracy are
agaliift anything and everything just
for the sike of being 'out of Joint or
for the lack of patriotism and loyalty,
Alamogordo News.
Older Than the I'hmsialiH. '
An exchange saya that the census
of 100 gives Arizona a population oi
.VIZ.
It the territory has grown.
In population during the last 1800
year at the aante rate It did lu the last
decade, It must now be more densely:
populated than China. Arizona has,
kicked about Jointure with New
Ico, claiming we were a lot of old t:'S-- i
slls and far behind them In civilization!
ami Intelligence, and while we didn't!
believe all that was said. It gave u(
some trouble to controvert these stale.
.
Yet a country that was in existence during the time of Ihe Cat vara;
and quite ancient when Charlemagne
waa making history, ahould now x'op
making w much fuss and giif the
younger generation a olianre for nn(
expression of lt views. However, age
ami II, Arlaona, we want you, you
won't lose your ancient ñamé, tvi-Capitán Ncwa.
though

,

v.-

O. A. MATSON
The
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PACKAGES.
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412 West Railroad Ave.,
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Fancy

New Baritel Building

for LUMBKR, LATH. 6ITWGIJES, te
rhfti roa call at J. O. BAIDRIDG-- H
well atocked lumber yard. Ha carrlet
big atock of Window. Door Piat

u&

IS VERY NEAR

Olla, BrnahM, Oeaaent, Building

Paf
ii

1

J. C. Baldride
405 S. First Sired

Uric-a-Tira- c

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

your attention to our great lint of Fancy
Here is where Christmas buving is easy
for the !nie embraces novelties of all sorts. Triced
'
".25c to $15.00
from,,..

We call
liric-a-lira-

Albuuuerqua

OurYardisthe Right One

If you mean to give
Do you realize how near it is?
purchases at once,
make
your
had
better
presents you
for in a few days the Christmas rush will be on in
earnest and shopping will be anything but a pleasure.
We've prepared by adding to our salesforcc and with
other preparations, so that w'e can render satisfactory
service.

Q

.

Plumbing and Heating Co.

1

11

!.

'II

'

in-s- s

bt

To the Installation of the most elaborate sanitary plumbing wo are at
If orne pipo about
times prepared.
the house springs a leak phone us and
we'll be around In a' Jiffy. If you plan
extensive ImprovorncmtSin bathroom,
bedrooms or kitchen we will bo
and to make
pleased to show samples
you a close estimate. ' Wo want your
Work and can do It right.'

t'-I-

tt-- i

d.

From Repairing Leaky Faucets

evv

nlor

g--

well-post-

ORIOLE MAPLE
SYRUP

nal.

-

ll.ht

j

can.
pies as a newspaper possibly
rtut this is a bouquet fragrant and
spicy to some of the delicate little
compliments Max has handed the Jour-- :

'

a-

that the "Albuiucriue Fakir,

Journal stands for ubout as bad and
rotten an clement and as low princl- -

lletroit Journal.

One

The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

Max comes out of It long enough

-

c.

We haven't the largest stock of Musical goods or capital
in the world, but we have the largest in New Mexico or
Arizona. We sell everything on terms to suit the pur-

Toys for the Little FotKj

chaser and give our guarantee.

that our toy business has leen the
done,
our slock still affords the choicest
we've
greatest
Toys
to suit every purse, ranging ir.
selection.
of a
In spite of the f:;ct

Chickerinjj Bros.. Bush
Lane
and Victor Pianos

10c to $10.00

price from

Class Dolls
Uh time
limited
can surely help you out, for

If your

is

Get the habit of thinking of us when in need of anything
in the music line.

wc

our line of Dressed Dolls is one that will impress you
wonderful. We can please you. They
as
range in price from
25c to $5.00
k-in-

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES

Fine Dojced Taper
The kind, that women of tatc and refinement require
and will appreciate for a Christmas gift. v Come in aml,
make a selection, we have a great many new novelties
; . 50c to $8.50
in this line. Priced from

Learnard
'
--

EtftnbllBfK'd

11

100

St

Lindemaiin
' The Siiár

'
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ELiEUO,

the officers with whom he
i2
soclated to be singled out for attack.'
'
"I directed you to proceed against
the company, and. of course, to pro- ceed against any Individual officer If
any testimony was produced showing
that he had been personally guilty,
either by act or connivance; stating!
that I agreed with the doubt you had
Store Optn Evenings
expressed as to whether ' there was '
Gold Ave. Colo. 'Phone
good ground
for proceeding even
against the companies; but that I also
agreed with you that we should try
to obtain the judgment of the court
X-Mon the question as to whether the in- as
Junction was sufficient and whether,
therefore, there was any ground for
action. The result shows that you
were entirely right In your doubt
whether the Injunction was sufficient
to cover the case. I am much pleased
with the remarks quoted by you in
which Judge Phillips speaks of the at- tack made on Paul Morton. Your
advice to me was to direct that
the evidence before the special coun- sel who had. advised action against
CHINA CLOSETS
MENS ROCKERS
these and other officials Individually.!
CHINA
LADIES' DESKS
ART
should bo submitted to Judge Phillips,
who had issued the Injunction, to see
PICTURES
ITT GLASS
whether action could be taken against
I INE LAMPS
CENTER STANDS
any of them personally. I refused to
take this action. Judge Phillips (who,
TRUNKS, RAGS
PLATE RACKS
had before him all the evidence which
was before the special council) in his
mid SUIT CASES
MORRIS CHAI US
exactly covers the point
decision
SILVERWARE
ROCKERS
which would have been raised If I had
followed your advice. He says: 'This
RUGS
COM III N ATION BOOKCASES
instance has attracted considerable
(HAULS
CHILDREN'S
DRESSING TABLES
public attention because of the sensational association of the name of Paul
CAUVING SETS
ROCKERS and TABLES
Morton,, then vice president of the defendant company, with the transacX
G
RA
ES
PENINSULAR
ROASTERS
tion. The record in the case, however.
Including the evidence taken before
commerce commission,
the lnter-stat- o
fulls to furnish any foundation
for
Imputing to this gentleman any persoWe
nal responsibility for the alleged vio"Deli-cfer- y
commerce
lation of
the Inter-stat- e
out, or

f ositioii

as- -'

Mil

ATROCIOUS

Itieio

Puerco

GRANT

i

205

'O

resident's iclter to Attorney

DECLARES MORTON
CASE

NOT BE MADE TARGET

Denver, Colo., Dec. 19 A'WnshhiK-to- n
dispatch to the News says:
Some Important history concerning
on Charge of Assault With
the action of the government against
the Atchison, Topeka .& Santa, Fe
Intent to Kill.
Rallvay company Iras been made public by authority of President Roose- elt. It was In the form of two let
Emello McClure, who hg
the Bernalillo county jail since June ters under date of the TSth and 15th
last, charged with the double murder instant, respectively," the one being
of Nicholas Sanchez and Carmel Baca, written by Attorney General Moody
appeared in court yesterday morning and the other by the president.
The history of the Santa Fe case Is
before Judge Ira A. Abbott, withdrew
his plea of not guilty and filed one of reviewed in the letter by Mr. Moody,
guilty, to a charge oí.murder In the and the attorney general's position is
second degree. Theplea was entered approved by the president In the secon the advice of Ins attorney, Judge ond letter.
"You direct us," the attorney genervv. c. iteatocK.
d
McClureJ whis a
native al reports, "to furnish you with a conand negro, committed the most horri- cise history of the case against the
ble crime pnhe calendar. While on Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
the road té Ais city with two loads of company. In whlchthat company wa&
wool froniAhe ranch of Sanchez, the qharged with unlawful rates and pracparty stopped for the nlgtit at La Pos- tice In the transportation of coat
ta or Cabezón crossing" at the Rio from the Colorado Fuel & Iron comruercp, northwest of Albuquerque. pany, and a statement of the bearing
McClure, who had a grudge against of the recent decision of Judge PhilSanchez on account of some previous lips of the circuit court of the United
trouble, took an axe and crushed in States for the western district of Misthe skulls of the two men and threw souri upon the case, and especially
their bodies into a well eighty feet upon the
motion which you have
deep. There was a boy named Padilla heretofore taken respecting It."
with the train, and why he did not kill
The attorney general recites the
him at the same time is a mystery. Investigation and report of the InterLater McClure woke up Padilla and state commission, which report sugthe two started toward Albuquerque gested the road's practice was in viowith one of the loads of wool. After lation of a restraining order issued
getting well on the way, McClure went against
the railway company In
back and set fire to the remainder of March, 1902, upon a bill in equity
the wool to burn up the blood stains brought by the United States. The
and hide the crime. He then caught attorney general reported to the presthe team driven by Padilla and threat- ident that proceedings under, the reened his life should he say anything straining order could not be mainthat would attract attention to what tained.
he had done.
Circumstances Extraordinary.
McClure, whose father
lives at
"Under ordinary conditions," the
Atrisco, asked for a change of venue
a few weeks ago, and was refused by 'etter continues, "the advice which I
the court. He plead guilty for fear leave you probably would have been
that If found guilty, the extreme pen- - regarded by you as conclusive against
the undertaking of any action based
alty would be inflicted.
McClure in pleading guilty to thcupon the . restraining order. But the
crime practically assures himself a circumstances were extraordinary ana
years In very great public Interest In the case
sentence of which ninety-nin- e
the territorial penitentiary 1s the max- existed, aroused by the fact that Mr.
imum. He will receive his sentence Morton, a member of your cabinet,
at the close" of the present term of had been vice president of the railway
company, charged with the managecourt . .
ment of. the traffic during a parLof
the Lima In which the practices comM'INTOSH WIXS SUIT
AGAINST THE ROMEROS plained of continued. I therefore sugThé case of .William; Mclntoih vs. gested the employment of special
Eugenio Romero and the trustees of counsel, of eminence and you directed
the ChUlll land grant, his been de- their, employment.
"The Instructions to them, da led
cided in favor of Mcintosh and the
temporary Injunction eecured against February 14, last, presented two opln- Ro'mero to restrain him fronn cutting Ions:
"First In what rnanncr, If Any. the
railroad ties off the land In question
was made permanent.
There are injunction In the case was affected by
some 1,000 acres of land which were 'the decision of the supreme court in
Pacific railway case
in controversy and the suit will also the Missouri
probably terminate in a civil action to against the United Mates; and second
collect for the timber which has al in case coal la within the scope of the
ready been cut from the land by Ro- Injunction at all by reason of the genmero.
eral clause In the decree enjoining the
The case was before Judge Baker Santa Fo company from transporting
traffic, at less
and he was about to render a decision any other Inter-stat- e
In favor of Romero on the day that he than Its published rates, whether this
received notice from Washington of general injunction to obey the law has
his removal. E. W. Dobson repre- any forco or virtue In it, in view of
sented the plaintiff and W. U. Child-er- s parts of the recent decision of the suthe defendants, in the case.
premo court in the 'beef trust' caso.
"The special counsel," the attorney
POLICEMAN' WAGNER NOW ON
general says, "entertained an opinion
TRIAL OX ASSAULT CHARGE upon these two questions different
tha I had expressed to you, and
The case of the Territory vs.
liam Wagner, a police officer of the that opinion, by your direction, was
city of Albuquerque, Is on trial In the acquiesced In for the purpose of
Wagner is charged ther action.,
court.
difference arose botween
"Later
with assault with Intent to murder
one Gregorio Romero, and the crime counsel and the attorney general as to
Is alleged to have- taken place on the whether an information .for contempt
case grew out of the Injunction should be filed
21st of l ist May.
of a native brawl on North Third against the managing officers of the
street, in the tenderloin, in which corporation. On April 11, 1905, counDeputy Sheriff Galedo cracked a fe) sel held that 'upon Investigation of
low named Jack Shuber over the head jne charge
of contempt evidence
with a beer bottle. Romero and a might be forthcoming to show wheth-fellonamed Chaves entered the fray er the managing officers had been
and were keeping things going wheiigU,1(y of contempt or not.'"
Officer Wagner arrived. The offlcor
Attorney General Moody adds:
tried to arrest the whole party but
"The nature of the evidence which
they Hew In different directions. Wagr might be expected, was not Indicatncr got on the trail of a part or them ed."
'
who were headed for the suburb of
Blamed.
. Only Minor Officers
"Dogtown," and when near the Wool
1
.gisner
last the attorney
en mills, 'fie caught up with Romero , On May
,
, ,.
",uio
and others. Romero made a fight audi'
. V"..
I.
Wagner had to use his club to defend""" "
Mr.
official,
Riddle
and
minor
hlmself. When he produced his weap.
on Ronveri decided to "hike." Wag- - who might claim immunity and that
and Morton
ncr flreiia couple of hot in the air M, J .Messrs. .Ripley
lu the hope of stopping him. but K.PWldant and vice president of the
niv H,irt,i t hi. mmwi Th follow. Santa Fe at the time, some evidence
Jng day tho party was gathered In by ought to precedo an accusation of
Officer Sulazar and fined In police contempt of court.
court: Then Romero, to play even.U.o letter reviews ine coniempi iro in-- ,
ceedlnifs brought against tho comv.o.1
orro.ioi an.t
fore un old town justice, who bound pany itself by- the president's dlrec-hl- ii
Wagner.' over to the grand Jury.jtlon. and Judge Phillips' order on
ii found u trunhlll.
The case wlllicembcr 4 last quashing the Informa- bu condudod this morning.
,
President's Letter.
Yesterday Judge Abbott disposed of
the case against Ramon Lucero y Tho president' letter to the altor
SantlllcH, et al., which was the out- ney general follows:
growth of a row which occurred at a
"White House, Dec. 1.5. 1903.,
recent'' acequia election In Alameda
"Sir: I haVe received your letter of
precinct. The defendants plead guilty December 13, 1905. The facts thereand stated that on account of Ignor- in set forth prove In conclusive, fashance of the law, they had Interfored ion that you wero absolutely right in
with the election. On recommendation the position you have all along takof District Attorney Clancy, they were en, both as regards the proceedings
released on payment of tho coBts of against the company Implicated itself,
and as regards the furthest proceedthe suit.
ings proposed against the officers of
Full line Chocolate Creams, our own the company. In my letter of June
wake, at Sehutt', weond door north 12 last, In reply to yours of June 5,
d24
IKWtofdee
you advised the course
in which
Do not be late In making your se- which has actually been taken and
which has been so signally justified
lection of a piano. Lcarnard &
have a superb line of holiday by the event, I wrote you that In my
tf Judgment, as In your own. you would
pianos. Call at once.
have been wholly without Justification
SYR-IP
EUCALYPTUS
COMPOUXI
In proceeding Individually against the
?6 THE n EST
officers of the company, as there was
AT
ONLY
REMEDY...
tUGH
U31 absolutely no evidence against them.
RUPPE S. PRICE BOC.
"I added: 'One of the off Icertv Mr.
.Yoí'ii tarGirrint mill rf, Morton, Is a member of my cabinet.
PLEASED WITH A M KDOJJ.V. OK This fact la not to be'allowed to shield
(ll ll tit VOK- CHRISTMAS. REE him. nor, on the other hand, Is It to
LEARSAHD &. LIN DEM A NX ABOIT
he allowed to cause him to bo singled

Policeman William Wagner on Trial

if

V

half-bree-
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De-nh-

-
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Hare your work done

regrets.'

right ami prevent

9
v.

W. H. SMITH, 3I55rER i
Next to Trimble's Red BeA.rn

j
Growing Popularity
The careful attention we give
to every order we take Is largely responsible for our steadily
Increasing patronage.

Not Expensive

"The decision of the court, therefore, Is not only; that you were absolutely right in the advice you gave me
Tailor-mad- e
clothes ior ladles
as to the corporation, but furthermore
for ladies aro not expensive;
The
Horn
and explicitly that there was no possithey are a positive saving oi
ble ground for action against Mr.
many dollars yearly.
Morton. No action In addition to that
which you proposed could properly
Plenty would leave a great want
TO ORDER
have been taken. The course actually
unsatisfied were flour missing. To be
certain that the bread, plos and pastaken was absolutely proper, and the
try for the Thanksgiving dinper are in
Shirt Waists Suits,
ft
decision of the court ánd the opinion
f
keeping with the other good things
of the judge above quoted show (hat
Everything furnished
It
see
to
that "EMPRESS" is branded
to havo taken the course proposed
on your flour sack. That's a flour
by the special counsel would have
that has all the qualities that the
been unjust. Sincerely yours,
Walking SRirts, knowing housewife seeks without a
r single drawback. Safety lies In buyEverything furnished
T
ing Empress flour.
American Vices and Their Cure.
H
Dr. Lyman Abbott, lu an address
before the national Educational AsM. BERGER, Wholesale Ajeni
sociation, delivered himself as follows
on the subject of American vices:
- 114 W. Copper,
Auto. 'Phona 626
"There are four great vices of
LADIES TAILOR
Americans. There is materialism- the Insane pushing to get a little more
'2H. lllclil ItliM'k. (Oiner Third
Room
for ourselves of the wealth that God
htriet anil Railroiid Ave.
has given our country so abVitflantly.
Joyful
our pride In the
There Is
fact that we have the greatest coun,.
News
try, the greatest rivers, the greatest
4
mountains, the greatest men, the
Is sure to lu tandil
greatest wealth and the greatest
news, nnd
to control
trusts and corporations
when wo state that you can get a full
them all. There is lawlessness
set of our Single Harness for
the theory that liberty consists in every man following his own sweet will,
$.00 AND VP.
that Tovernment rests on the consent
you
will
it Is tho best thing
consider
t
Jap-a-La- c
of tho governed, which is even seen
a
you have heard.
in some theories of education that say
Muko
yourself a
,
the child should never be compelled,
present of a singlo or double set.
Clans Work Guaranteed
but only induced to learn. There Is
You'll find it a mighty good thing to
Prices Reasonable
the spirit of caste. The only cure for
do.
all these is to develop the spiritual
side of man. Look on the unseen
IIS NORTH SECOND STREET
rather than on the seen, and this will
Albuquerque
Go.
check the desire to accumulate
COPYRIGHT
wealth. Develop the feeling of reverence for one greater than ourselves,
and we shall think less of our own
greatness. The despotism of a strong
1
government or the development of a
LVMBER. COMPANY
consciousness that law is a part of The Sf. Elmo Sample and
man's nature will alone make law
Club Rooms
strong and abiding. Caste distinctions
Sa.sK and Doors Paint a.nd Gl&sa
between rich and poor, white and Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
black, Immigrant and native, will disContractors' Materials
to while awuv the weary hours.
appear before spiritual Insight to see
behind the mere accidents and to dis- All the Popular Games. Keno every
fc
II
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
cern Justice, truth, honor and IntegTHIRD & HARQVETTE
Both Phones
Nights.
rity beyond all market values. This
JOSEPH HARNETT,
Is religion
the true spirit of clean
m
Proprietor
hands and pure heart, of faith, hope 120 V. Railroad Ave.
and love."
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Christmas
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Golf Tournament

TARE IT IX TIME.

.

Have.
Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely

One regular llrst class lure for the
round I rip.
Dutcg of salo January 1st to 12tli,
inclusive.
l lnal return limit February 2H, '00.
Tickets to lie limited for continuous
passage In each direction.
I'or full information cull at ticket

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

follow.

(l-l-l-l-f'B-rl'l-n-W'l'ra-f-

Mixlco City, Mtxlco
January 1906

Gross, Kelly&Co

Just as Scores of Albuquerque People

Wli-jfro- m

fur-distri- ct

DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU THAT YOUR

Father, Mother, Brothers,
Sisters and Sweethearts

al

SHOULD

Mr. Horjematif

Presents

Ideal

for

General Published.

M'INTOSH WINS CHILILI
LAND

SJil

FE CASE

CHE

Confesses to Double Murder
on

III

1

Say!

The McBrian Furniture Co.

i

GUILTY TO

e

i

Doan's Kidney Fills relieve backWool. Hides & I'elU
ache, ,
a Specialty
Cure every kidney 111.
Al'buquerque citizens endorse them. ALBUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
Mr. M. J. Butler, residence 717 East
street, says: "When I went to the
drug
store
Doan's Kidney
for
office.
Pills I had an ttack of backache. It
T. 13. FURRY, Agent,
was only one of many Which had anAlbuquerque, X. M.
Lowney's Gunl tier's Whitman's
noyed me for two or three years. At
first they were mild and I expected
they would leave just as mysteriously
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
as they came, but with the passing of
tim the attacks were more frequent
Andres Romero, Prop.
and of longer duration. I used three
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and was
STOCK
BIG
OF....
...
St
rewarded with an entire cessation of
the aching. Up to date, and it Is con211 West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque
siderably over six months since I stopGAME IX SEASON.
GOODS
ped the treatment, there has not been
a sign of any recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price DO
NATTERS

Salt Meats

Fresh

HOLIDAY

.

cent.

Eoster-Mllbur-

N. Y., sole

n

agents for

States.
Remember the name
take no other. . .

Co

the

.THE ALBUQUERQUE

Buffalo,

Toilet Cases, Brush and Comb'

United

.

.

William

Beiger,

M.

Doan's

Sets, Manicure

and

Perfumes,
of the

Bulen

Town and Improvement company, Is
In the city and will be at tho office
of W. P. Metcalf on Gold avenue this

Lowney's,

.NOTICE.

'

PARTIES INTERESTED IN HIE;
JULIA MINK THAT REPRESENT
AARON 1TREY S INTERESTS LO- DIS-- !
CATEO IN HELL CANYON
TRICT, ARE REQUESTED TOCOME
FORWARD AND DO THE ASSESSMENT WORK I'OH THE YEAR 100.
WÍU.IAM CHAPLIN.
BY
JOHN nAHHIS.
Ú2I

J.

II. O'Rielly Company
Barnctt Building

Dealer la
OROOB3UE8, PROVISION!,
BAT,
GRAHf AND FUEL.
Flaa tine of Imported Wlnea. Minora
aai Orara. Place your ordara
for this line with na.

n.f t.aiT

worth rwrran wmiw

A. E. WALKER
TIIEENGLEWOOD

Notice of Omission.
MRS. J. BOITLDEN. Prop.
In the lurge Herplclde advertisement
Inserted In our Issue of Sunday, Nov.
28th, the words "Dept. L" were omitAuto. Phone 204
ted in the line at the bottJin which Cerner Second Street and Copper
reads. "Send 10 cents in stamps to
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.
The Herplclde Company, Dept. L.. De.
trolt, Mleth.," for a sample of New-broHerplclde th? ORIGINAL rem-d- y
that "killa the daiidruii serin." It
stops Itching of the scalp Instantly
an exquisite hair dressing that tooR
comforts and doliht.

The New V'
new account book,

Meana

to order In all
pedal ruling
hy Mltehner.4:
at tho Journal,

Made

iitylea of bindlnxs nnd
oMNlness,
to milt yo-.ir

Llthgow, 'joo'inlnJen,

office,

.

..

Fire Insurance
Sterility Kstail

Scott's

liliairi

fcucbüi

Office and Store: 506 W.R.R. Av
Automatic Phone 401.

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAY!
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11.00.
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TRIP RATES TO

Colorado, Illinois, Indliin Territory, Iowa, KaiiNaH, MIchlgRn,
Mlimewitu, MlHHonrl, NehrnHkn, .North Dakota, Oklahoma, WlHCoimln,
South Dnkotu, ainl all Point In tiio Southeast, via

ArkuiiHJiN,

.

El Pa.so Ql Southwestern System

Rock Island System

Capsules

Santal-Peps- m

A POSITIVE CURE

PRESCRIPTION

20Í West lUilroRd Aye.

1

us, and be convinced.

At.

RUPPE

K.

as a partner.

Ofaoa In JT. O. RaldridjVi Lamba?
Yard- - Aoto. Pbona 84.

,,j,t f HTij

,

Inning, E. E., M. E., has joined the company
The Company will do a general Electrical
contracting business in the territories of New Mexico
and Arizona, such as House Wiring for light and
ixmcr, installing of electrical plants of all kinds, erecting transmission lines, modernizing plants ami lines.
They will carry in stock a complete line of Electrical
Supplies, Chandeliers, Electroliers, Motors, Batteries,
etc. Estimates on all electrical work cheerfully and
promptly furnished, and all work guaranteed to be the
most modern and perfect, and promptly executed.
Decorative lighting and electrical signs furnished
and installed. Call on us, phone us, wire us, or write
Arno

,

,

's

B

Nash Electrical Supply Co.

Toti & Gradi,

Gunflicr's and Whit-

man's Candies Always

town lots.

M. Xasli.tlic Electrical Gntractor,having incorporated
under the laws of New Mexico, will hereafter be known as the

eu

-

evening to accommodate such parties
who desire to consult him as to Belen

,.

Sets,
Etc

CLEANED AND 1H.OCKED
in any itylo. Clothing Steam
Cleaned nnd Issued.
Express Orders given prompt attention
I'lUTUt PI D 11 Pr
ei t.
I..
iiiuu oi. oti ouiu wis
mintbun, urn- Tklril
HATS

?

mll. urt

J.T.
THE SANTAL.PEPS1M

CO.

fe,' Agent' for' Albuqii'ejiiiu

v

rn
the route of
Tho Golden State Limited
l or Pull Partkrulura

neo any Agent or AdiireM

GARNETT KING
(Jenrrnl ARent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

2z

'

R. STILEÜ

Gon. PaRi. Afjont

9

TIIÉ 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAU,"

.PAGE TEX."
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IS OUR LAST MONTH in business

Albuquerque. Our business for November
shows an actual increase over November, 1904,
of MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT. Now for
December, we will add additional help, and beginning
tonight, December 1, our store will be kept open evenings, for the accommodation
of those who cannot
in
come
during the day. We are going out of business,
but we flatter ourselves that our guarantee is GOOD.
We will save you TWENTY PER CENT on CUT
GLASS AND CHINA, and MORE THAN THAT
ON DIAMONDS. Call early while our stock is complete.
II. E. FOX,
New Mexico's Leading Jeweler.

i

i

Are Shotvin

fietv Fall Styles

Carpets, Mugs

in

K9

;

We

4
4

j

eHRISTMñS PRESENTS;

Art Squares
Matting, Linoleum

CARVING SETS

Curtains,
Portieres cv.nd
Draperies

LARGE STOCK
BEST GRADE
LOW 1'IUCES

Also a complete line of
BLANKETS
PILLOWS

COMFORTERS

Our Trices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FABER.
305 RAILROAD

GRANT BUILDING.

Wednesday, Pwrmlier 2". 1!05.

AVENUE

FINE CHINA

PLATED WARE

SALAD HOWLS
C1IOCOCLATE SETS

ClIAlTIXa DISHES
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS

CAKE PLATES
DEE AD & BUTTE II
PLATES

COFFEE POTS
CHIMB TRAYS
NUT CRACKS & PICKS
SUGARS & CREAMS
SYRUP FITCIIERS
TEASPOONS
TABLE. SPOONS
KNIVES & FORKS

SUGAHS
& SAUCEKS
CUEAMS

CUPS
a number of earn have to undergo
Every effort
being; made to

OATMEAL DISHES
BEIIIIY SETS
1TXWEK VASES
EANCY PLATES
TEA POTS
CELERY THAV8
OLIVE DISHES

h.

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
that

E. . Hlekoy entertained

M.

apprehend the moiindiel.
A. J. Robertson and family have arrived in the city from ItUKhy, Col., and
will fake up their resilience In this
ity.
Mr. Robertson Is a former grocer of Ilughy and will encape In busl-niñ- a .
here.
tf. K. Itusser, superintendent
of the
Santa Fe reading rooms, left yesterday
morning for the west after Mpcndlng a
few days In Albuquerque.
H. T. Shlmln and family left last
lililí for Pasadena, Cal., where they
will remain during the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Perry, of
Ky., are in the city for an extended visit.
H"engineer, was in San- re yesterday on ijusiuess,

In-

teresting organization, tin- Ten Dims,
hi hume on North Walter street,
la.nt night.
The entertainment committee of the
Commercial club announce the cluli'K
aniiunl Christmas dance for Wednesday, a week from tonight. The occa-nlo- n
promise to be Homcthlng of an
vent In AlbuiuerrU( Hoclety. Elaborate preparations ure being made.
Adolfo Vallejom, the native who
stole a bicycle early yesterday morning and wax In the act of rldlns' It
by
home to Hurelas, when arrested
Officer Illglibargal. nun sentenced lo
do a term of sixty days in the county!
Jiill by Police Judge Crawford yester-- I
-

at

JOHN

S.

HEAVEN

THE UNIVERSALTHE
FINEST THING OUT

3

L

WOOD

CUT GLASS

AND

COAL

Put a
Pair of

Shel-byvlll- c,

"'

dny.

Sorosis
Shoes

are HRenta for tho P. & B.
tho Finest American Cut
Glass. Many beautiful articles at very reasonable prices
We

BOTH PHONES
502 S. FIRST ST
Wo have the largest nnd best
Judge A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe, atof Home Nickel Plated Tea
torney for the Pueblos, returned home and Coffee Pols, Curving Sets with
yesterday morning after disposing of sterling mountings, self circulating
the case against Joese Peralta, an Is- Percolators.
Prices right. Whitney
lets Indian, who was under indictment company.
tf
for stealing company material from
M.
clothing
The
store
Malidell
will
Is
nlsol
the Santa Fe. Peralta, who
Indian! be open each evening the coming
possessed of a
Under Savoy Hotel, cor. First and Silnnme, plead guilty and was fined $5 week, for those who desire to do their
ver ave., opp. Santa Fe depot.
shopping.
Christmas
and costs.
Meals at nil Hours.
A letter
was received
SEE OI II IHSI'I.AV W INDOWS
from the
Open. Duy nnd Night.
mayor of Ypsllanti. Mich , yesterday AMI (iET AX IKEA
Ol It FIXE
Private Dining Rooms, First-rlamorning by O. W, Strong's Suns, con- LINK OF I'AXCY IM)X CAXTMES
Service-- .
. HADES
A
I'lJICES.
taining a photograph of Thomas M, AM,
Oysters Received Daily. Guiño
MCE HOY OF
XM ECTIOXS
Thompson, the man who died recentl
nnd Fish when In season,
EPTAP.I.E
from exposure, while on the way from 'MAKES A VERY
IliilSTM s (IIT. Till: MONAKt II
C.aliup to this city. The Identification
liar In Connection.
is now complete and the remain
will iiltOCEItV CO.
E.SVNTAAGG, PROP
CHARLES
probably be sent to the old home for
I 'or Quh'k I on ns,
burial.
4,
See Household Loan Co.. Itoom
Charles Schafer. of the Santa Fe jiirant building. Open evenings. d31
depot office of the railway posloffice.
IIE.MKJI' AltTEItS roit CIIHIST-- '
memo,
lias sccureu h iHismoii hi
iMi)s.
iiawu:ys ox;
Cal., on the Orovllle and Sacramento
&21
(tUtXEIt.
THE
branch of the service and has left
ALL STY I. ES
with his family for that point. W. T.
A box of gMxl candy niakes a most
83.50
Harrow, who lias been the railway ncccpiable Christmas gift. We have
mull service agent out of this city for just received n fresh supply of Ilead-- !
be
several months past, luis taken the ley's fine randies Hint cannot
equaled in quality and appearance. A.
depot Job
J. Maloy.
Niri'eiuus complaints hove been
1
(lie St ore 'where those
registered of late that hunters
are
AX EXCEPTIOXAL BAItfJAIV IX
who pay cash or are
alaughterlng turtle doves in violation jf.tKH SOI' Alt E PIXXOS, AT l.EAH-- I
.$0.00 a ton
Cerrillos
willin"; to can buy . roce res
which XAKI) Í IJ.VUEMAXX S.
of the territorial game law.
American lilix'k.dalhin. .$0.00 a ton
of Hie rlfilit quality at
spe Irles that doves may be killed only
the lowest prices ill the
I HAVE THE
I.AIMiEST STOCK
In August and September.
Parties of
Southwest.
I'OYS IX THE CITY.
E
hunter have been se.n out almost Ol'
i:KI.Y AM)IK HAVOID THE HI Ml.
every day In the vicinity of the stork- - IIAUI.EY'S
stock of Nuts and
Our
tl'21
Hi SOME.
yard uliil elsewhere in the valley)
Candles are as lame as
$5.75 ton
any in Albuquerque.
The
north and south of the city.
Mill KID MODY DOI.I.S AT COST.
has been AT JIAWLEY'S X THE COHXEIt.
g,ime warden's attention
It will pay you lo call
d'J!
called iti the matter and there wili
phone this week.
or
probably be some arrests.
WD WILL lll't EIVE I'HESII 1'OH
Many New Mexico natives are re-- j THE
CIII!ISTMS D1NNEH:
turning from the beet harvest in Colo-- ;
HE All LEi'l I'CE,
$2.25 and $2.75
Mill I! Is Load
every
F.mo
El
rado. and
train for
I'E.xs.
iiitrr.x
in.1
contain one or more cars of tln
iiltl.EX HEWS,
wax means,
The local depot is filled to the dooisj
.i:i:en chili,
The Big North End Store
with them each evening and there s
( l ( I MIIIIKS,
The
scarcely room to get around.
ELEHV.
315 West Marble Avenue
majority of them spend quite a sum
ItMilSHES. ETC..
of money in this city and lliey all seem
M XLAt,
pi;s,
t,it
Phones: Colo. Elk 270. Anlo. 2:1
to Is- In the best of spirits over theli
nck
2S0
Pilonen:
SI HAWItEHHIES,
mimmer work.
Olt ANi.ES,
It N N S,
The first of a serie of suppers lo
PEARS.
be given by I hi- fi o'clock club, a deAPPLES.
IS A ITLL that pulls, wherever It
partment of the lliothei hood of SI.
PEACHES.
Paul, incurrid last niglH In the parhikes
kiIi. Tho tale we tell In a
A. J. MU)Y.
Methodist
lors of the Lead avenue
of a pull. Don't let tho moral
tule
church. Mr. E. M. Milliard addressed
1'OH SALE.
Klip.
1 EST
!X)TS
the gathering on "Christian SocialTWO fE THE
We have a pull with economical
THE EWIEHN ADDITION. Cl.tivl
ism."
XXX, dot
people, lieemiHo we always give a
Tomorrow night nt the Casino the IX. A Ml!(iIN.
K'mpiI finlurliiK plumbing
girls' basket ball team of the 'Varsity
Job at the
your plclurcs f mined n C.
will play a game with the girln' team
loweKt piieeH.
lime
UN North Kecouil slrert.
from the Albuquerque Indian school. llii(l-o- n'
Moth teams have been practicing hard,,
I'or Sale.
and a warm contest Is anticipated.
Mr. I.. C. W'ymer. of Pcabndv, Kan- The air hose cutter I still at ,,,..,'
(
wl) ) p
w(h !
on the car In the local yards or the (.ar of j1H,,v ,.
Tn,: ,.an )l0
KáiiU Fe, ami almost every morning Uceii at lllucher'
garden, old Town.
j

j

.)

Coffee Percolators

Where to Dine Well
Santa Fe Restaurant

in the
Christmas
Stocking

or

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
FOURTH

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

ss

FEE'S

STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

CANDIES

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Walton's Drug Store
ONLY

MONUMENTS
Whit

and Black Hears

201

211

North Second

Strt

.

ms

Cash

Albuquerque

at

j

Grocery Company

yOU WILL BE

PLEASED

line of Imported Cutlery

COAL

with our elegant

the largest in the southwest

A fine assortment of Five O'clock Teas, Chaffing

'

'(!

Dishes, Home Comfort and Miller Steel Ranges

COKE

world's

Coffee and

WOOD

j

best' ( A large

stock of Rome

Nickle-plate-

"the
d

Tea Pots, the finest goods made.

W.II.IIAIIN&CO

-

110-P.l-

-

You will not leave our store disappointed.
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest.

1

mm

J. L. 'Bell Co.

d"'""m,,ili

EVERETT
üe

,UMBER

Leading Jetucter, Haitroad Ax)e

EVERETT
EVERETT
For Fine Wdtehei

EVERETT

up to

J.'i

For

$i;o.oo

Clock.

Cañen

EVERETT
For

For preientu of all ort,
useful. I)"ullful, lnMiliig. for
good

price.

Olft. The
at

loweiit

IlhiRii,

1.1

r (mm

First Street & Marquette Avenue,

llneiit

nmiible

Albuquerque, New Mexico

JVo

he, Chain,

..DIAMONDS..

EVERETT
I

A;

Unredeemed Pledges at Low Prices

been with you for 22
year ami Kuxruntee everything with a guarantee that
Ha

tock of ninmond. big and little, and Borne of the moft
have a laru
beautlfiil gem ever hrouiiht to thl country, that I am going to Hell
before the new year, nnd I will Hell them cheap rather thun tlilp
them to an eutern wholexala market.
I

good.

EVERETT, I"E,SND Railroad Ave.

H. Yanow.the
1

I

1

1

401-40- 3

In the mad endeavor to buy suitable fancy articles
for presents, bear in mind that the most satisfactory
gift for men and boys is the practical article, o v ot

ALBUQUERQVE LUMBER CO

it

,

Lock eta, etc.

EVERETT
ChrlmniH

C.inileUbraM.

l'mbrelU, etc.

KOOl'IXG.

EVERETT

Te.i

For Fine Silverware.
t?et. Water et, etc.

AND REX I'MXTKOTE

For Toilet Sein in Silver,
Ehoiiy uní ltoHeuooil,

FOR FINE DIAMOND

I7

In the Last and Final Fus of
"Purchasing Christmas Gifts

Sash, Doors, Glass, Cement

EVERETT

II3-II5-I-

Wholesale and Retail Hardware
North First Street
South First Street

The Prompt Plumbers

122 W.SttoerAüe.

I

Whitaéy Company

Pawnbroker
IE

l:.ST RAILROAD AVEN

Í

Other Thin

Could Gi)c as Much

Satisfaction as Wearing Apparel
Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Handkercheifs
Gloves, Mufflers and Ties are all suggestive, ot hh

SIMOJV STEH.JV,

jfie

H. H.

A-Vc-

.

Clothier

